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Abstract
The objective of this study was to investigate new models for the mechanical
behaviour of knitted fabrics in quasi-static deformation from an initiallyrelaxed state
to the extended state. In order to do so a mechanism for plain knitted structure
deformation in plane was proposed, implemented and tested on a range of real
samples. The problem of extension of a knitted structure is complicated by the
combination of non-linear properties derived from both the characteristics of the
knitted structure and the properties of the yam. To obtain a solution to this problem a
finite-element technique was used to evaluate the proposed model.
The proposed model of mechanical behaviour of knitted fabrics is an analogue of the
thin membrane problem in mechanics. The model developed is applicable to a wide
range of mechanical problems where it is possible to assume that fabric is a thin
membrane with zero bending rigidity.
To facilitate the mechanical properties of the proposed model, standard dimensional
parameters of fabric and yam combined with the mechanical properties have been
used.
With the purpose of obtaining important yam characteristics for the subsequent
evaluation of the model, an advanced analysis of the yam path in plain knitted fabric
was performed. An algorithm for loop geometry from the given fabric dimensions in
course and wale directions and yam properties were developed.
In order to implement the algorithms developed during this investigation complex
software was written. This software allows simulation of the mechanical behaviour of
different plain knitted structures under various loading and boundary conditions.
At the approval stage of the model, a number of fabric samples were produced and
tested; models of real samples have been simulated and compared with experimental
data.
The model used could be developed further to extend the application to tackle
complex 3D deformation and to simulate a range of different knitted structures.
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Nomenclature
o To simplify formulation and arguments the following denotations are accepted
further.
1= [nl: n2] <=> Variable I attains an integer values from nl to n2 continuously.
1= {nl •...•n2} <=> Variable I attains whole numbers from nl to n2.
A <=> Vector A.
{A} or {A;} <=> RowofcomponentsofvectorA.
B <=> Second-order tensor B.
{B}or {Bi,;} ee Matrix of components of tensor B.
The following operands are accepted:
a .b <=> Scalar product of two vectors ~ and Q.
<=> Vector product of two vectors ~ and Q.
<=> Increment in a .
<=> Dimension of vector ~.
a dim(a) a
- = L -ei <=> Gradient operand.ag_ i=l aa,-
o The most of dimensional values are expressed in SI system where main units
are:
[N] : Newton.
[m] : Meter.
[s] : Second.
o The list of other dimensional units is represented below:
[mm]: Millimetre.
[lex]: Tex.
[cm] centimetre.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction
1.1 General
The work presented here is primarily concentrated on the application of an advanced
structural analysis methods to the tensile behaviour of fabrics. This is an important
property of fabric and consequently one of principle theoretical problems in textile
mechanics. The importance of the problem is reflected in the large amount of work
published on this subject over the years.
The tensile properties of woven fabrics, together with other mechanical properties such
as behaviour in bending and shear, are of considerable importance in determining how
the fabric will perform in use. The applications of woven fabrics vary widely. In
apparel end-uses, the tensile strains that are likely to be encountered in normal wear
will usually be relatively small, but in some industrial applications, the strains involved
may be quite large.
The tensile properties of fabrics are determined, among other things by the tensile and
bending behaviour of the yarns composing the fabric. Taking into account that the yarn
bending rigidity is normally quite small in comparison with yarn tensile rigidity it is
possible to consider yarn bending and tension separately. It is usually assumed that the
constitutive equations for tensile and bending modes of yarn deformation are
uncoupled even for the large yarn displacement [21].
Any theoretical analysis of the tensile behaviour of fabric requires a starting point, i.e.
a model of the unstrained fabric. The models usually used are those provided by Peirce
[55]. Both models suggested by Peirce assumed that the cross-sections of the yarn in
the fabric are circular. The first model also assumed that the yarns are flexible, i.e. their
bending rigidity is zero. This leads to the model in which the yam path is composed of
circular arcs and straight lines.
The assumption of circular yarn cross-sections in the fabric is, of course, quite
unrealistic since yarns are easily compressible by lateral forces imposed on them at the
points of yam interaction. This assumption cannot be used for the fabric subjected to
tensile load as the compression forces increase dramatically in the tensed fabric and
that leads to considerable displacements arising from the mutual compression of yarns.
Konopasek [20] has classified the textile structures as it is shown in Table 1.1. The
field of the present research is represented in the boxes 2.2 and 3.2. If the fabric is
assumed to behave as a continuum, the problems in boxes 2.2, 3.2 and 3.3 are
represented in the general case by sets of unmanageable non-linear partial differential
equations as opposed to other problems represented in Table 1.1, where the problem
may be formulated in terms of a set of ordinary differential equations, which may be
solved by standard numerical procedures.
Table 1.1
Number of independent geom. variables
1 2 3
1.1 2.1 3.1 r:Il
Tensile or torsion In plane deformations Bending and torsion
Q)
~
deformation of fibres of fibres and yarns. deformations of fibres 3 .~
and yarns. and yarns in the 3D >
space. S
0
2.2 3.2 Q)00
1nplane tensile and Tensile, shear and -s::
shear deformations of bending deformations 2
Q)
-0s::
sheets (fabrics). of sheets (fabrics) in Q)0-
3D space
Q)
-0s::
3.3 .-
Complex
1;
....
deformations of fibres 3
Q)
..0
and fibre assemblies e::s
in 3D space Z
The present research is aimed at formulating the mechanical problems 2.2, 3.2 and 3.3
in Table 1.1 as a pseudo-continuum problem. Namely, the aim is to define the
mechanical properties of continuum that would be equivalent to a discrete structure. To
illustrate these we consider a simple problem of tensioning of a system of initially
straight yarns as shown in Figure 1.1. Here the yam direction is parallel to the load
direction and the yam's ends are clamped.
2
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Figure 1.1Extension of the system of straight yarns.
Extension of eight yarns crz: = 8) by the force F in the OX direction is
represented in Figure 1.1. The unit cell 1 in Figure 1.1 consists of two yarns
oc: = 2 ) and, hence, the stress-strain relationship for this cell can be expressed as:
Ncell
where .f - F yams is tensile force acting at the unit cell;J cell - N sample
yams
Gcell is relative deformation of the unit cell;
Dyam is rigidity modulus of a single yarn.
The unit cell 2 in Figure 1.1 consists ofapproxirnately three and a half yarns and hence
the stress-strain relationship for this cell can be expressed as:
icell = 3.5Dyam Gcell •
Although the physical sense of the unit cell containing a fractional number of yarns is
not clear, it is formally possible to define a unit cell of any size. That makes it possible
to formulate the continuum mechanical problem (2.2, 3.2 and 3.3 in Table) in the terms
of ordinary differential equations. This in turn enables the solution to be simplified,
and discrete properties of structure to be considered.
The classification of the mechanical problems according to the type of fabric
deformation was represented by Lloyd [21]. These types are briefly represented in
Table 1.2 in order of increasing complexity of the problem.
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Table 1.2
N
Types of
Description
deformation
1. Planar
An initially flat sheet is deformed in its own plane. The strains
deformation developed in the plain of the sheet are known as membranestrains.
2. Tension Transverse displacements occur, but the fabric has negligible
membranes bending rigidity, and the boundary conditions are such that the
fabric is every-where in tension.
3. Plate and shell A fabric with significant bending rigidity which is subjected to
deformation complex (incl. transverse) displacements.
4. Buckling Buckling offabric due to the non-linear properties of system.deformation
5. Post-buckling After buckling occurred the problem transformed into shell-type problem. Pre-tensed condition of that shall adds to thedeformation complexity of the problem.
According to the classification represented in Table 1.2 the area of the present research
is limited by the first and the second type of fabric deformation. Although the model
developed is probably applicable to consider buckling and post-buckling behaviour,
these types of deformation are not considered.
The main emphasis of the present research is made on defining the mechanical
properties of knitted structures from the mechanical properties of constituent yarns and
the structure geometry. To validate the model proposed the planar deformation of
knitted structure was considered.
The ultimate goal of this work is to be able to predict behaviour of knitted fabric
theoretically, when yam properties and dimension properties of manufactured fabric
are given. This is not a single task but a series of inter-connected problems, of which
the main ones are:
};> prediction of fabric advanced structural-geometric properties based on fabric
parameters and yam properties;
};> modelling the fabric deformation mechanism, i.e. prediction of mechanical
properties of an elementary cell, prediction of the mechanical properties of a
system of elementary cells restricted by boundary conditions;
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~ numerical evaluation of the model developed against experimental data.
Fabric is a structure, consists of perhaps many thousands of yarns with a consequent
vast number of mutual contact points Figure 1.2 (c). Each yam, in turn, is normally a
collection of a filaments or fibres Figure 1.2 (b). Each filament or fibre is a 3D body
with a complex shape Figure 1.2 (a).
macro-level
(c)
micro-level 1
(a)
micro-level 2
(b)
Figure 1.2 Different scales of the textile mechanics.
Fibres under the microscope (micro-level I) - (a); computer generated image afwool
fibre (micro-level Z) - (b); computer generated image offabrie (macro-level) - (c).
The fabric mechanics can be studied at three different levels of complexity according
to three different zooming levels oftextile materials represented in Figure 1.2 (a, b, c).
Modelling a fabric at the micro-level 1 implies consideration of each fibre as a
complex 3D body, Figure 1.2 (a). The huge number of fibres leads to an impossibly
large number of complex differential equations and makes the problem virtually
irresolvable, even for modem computers. Only the simplest problems of fabric
deformation can be studied at micro-level 1 [19].
The next zooming level - micro-level 2 (Figure 1.2 (b)) implies known mechanical
properties of the constituent yam. Namely, each constituent yam is considered as a
one-, two-, or three-dimensional continuum with known mechanical properties.
Modelling of fabric as such a collection of yarns requires considerable computation
effort and, thought it is still impossible to resolve the general boundary-value problem
at this level of complexity even using modem computers [21, 22]. A number of
attempts have been made by the researchers to simulate fabric deformation assuming
yam as a one-dimensional continuum [17, 18, 20, 21,22, 24, 25, 35, 36, 65]. The yam
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is normally simulated by so called elastica curve. Elastica is a material line with an
imaginary cross section, which remains unchanged and orthogonal to the line during
the line deformation. The initial form and boundary conditions for the elastica are
assumed following the yam initial geometry and the assumed conditions of yam-to-
yam interaction at the contact points. In some special cases, it is possible to resolve the
problem of elastica deformation and hence to simulate the fabric behaviour
analytically [20, 22], however the general problem for large elastica deflections cannot
be resolved analytically [15]. A number of numerical techniques were proposed to
approach the problem [20,21,22,23], however all of them were focused on simulating
for some special cases of fabric deformation (pure bending or fabric drape [43, 44, 45,
46, 47]; tension in one direction or shear deformation of infinitelylarge sheets [26, 32,
33,34,35,36,37,68,69]; etc.).
The problem of fabric deformation considered at macro-level (Figure 1.2 (c) can be
classified as a membrane-, plate- or shell-type problem, subjected to fabric initial
shape, loading and boundary conditions (see Table 1.2). Fabric in this case is normally
assumed to behave as a 2D continuum. For this level of analysis, a full boundary value
problem of fabric deformation can be resolved following to the developed apparatus
for the Elasticity Theory [13, 14]. The specific applications of general theoretical and
numerical methods of Elasticity Theory to textile materials are discussed elsewhere
[21]. The disadvantage of such an analysis applied to fabric deformation is that the
mechanical properties of discrete fabric structure are replaced with some effective
properties, which are equivalent to that of the discrete structure only for some limited
types of loading and boundary conditions.
The model of fabric deformation presented in this work is a combination of micro-level
2 (Figure 1.2 (b» and macro-level (Figure 1.2 (c) analysis. Thus, a fabric unit cell
introduced here is a discrete collection of yarns and it is possible to consider any small
unit cell by formal replacing an integer yarns number in basic unit cell (loop for knitted
structure) by a fractional number of yarns. Decreasing the unit cell size down the
infinitely small value will give the element of some hypothetic continuum, which
would have the same mechanicalproperties as a parent discrete structure.
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The mechanical behaviour of fabric is determined by the mechanical properties of the
constituent fibres, yarn structure, fabric structural properties and the manufacturing
parameters of fabric production. We do not consider the manufacturing process and
assume some given geometrical properties of fabric and geometrical/mechanical
properties of yarn. There is relatively little information available in published literature
on the mechanical properties of knitted fabrics. Mechanical property information is
mainly available from direct measurement but some useful information is provided by
previous theoretical/experimental research. In this particular investigation, the input
parameters required for the model developed are listed in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3
Property Description References
Am and Dimension of plain knitted fabric in course and wale
Bm directions. Figure 2.1
[mm]
Measured as a specified length divided by number of loops
in respective directions.
Dyarn
Yarn diameter
[m]
«: Yarn bending rigidity.
Section 4.2
[Nm2] Measured experimentally on Kawabata bending tester.
r.: Yarn tensile rigidity function.
Section 4.4
[N] Measured experimentally on Instron testing machine.
<l>yam Yarn torsion rigidity coefficient. Section 4.3;
Measured experimentally on torsion balance rig. [75]
KOyam Initial value of yarn compression rigidity [1,2]
«: Non-linear function of yarn compression rigidity [1, 2]
A method described here was devised to predict fabric extensional properties by means
of mechanical/geometrical properties of yam/fabric listed in Table 1.3. Some of these
properties can be easily obtained from experimental observation; others had been
described in relevant literature [1,2,4, 75].
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Mechanical properties of fabrics are greatly influenced by the mechanical properties of
yarns. Yam mechanics investigation could be traced back to the work of Hearle on
developing the yam mechanical model [16]. A number of improvements have been
made to the model over the years. We consider only the effective properties of the
yarn, which could be derived from experiment or predicted by some model, i.e. the
micro-mechanism of yam deformation is not a subject of study in the present work.
Yam is assumed to behave as an elastic rod with linear bending and torsion properties
and non-linear, time-independent tensile properties.
The model of knitted structure proposed in the present work simulates tensile
behaviour of a knitted structure subjected to some extemalload and restricted by some
boundary conditions. Although the model probably could be extended to tackle a
complex 3D problem of fabric deformation, only the behaviour of fabric in plane is
considered. To verify the model a number of strip samples were tested by means of a
uni-axial tensile test on an Instron testing machine (section 4.5).
The first part of the work presented here in section 2.1 of CHAPTER 2 is concentrated
on evaluation of yam geometry when fabric is initially relaxed and 'set'. Loop form is
evaluated with respect to geometrical parameters of yarn/fabric listed above in Table
1.3. Although a number of models of relaxed plain knit had been developed over the
years, a new one is proposed, which is based on geometrical assumptions, and provide
all data, in a format required for subsequent analysis and algorithm implementation.
Assumptions are made to define the parts of loop involved in mutual contact with other
loops and geometrical parameters ofloop sections (contact zones and free zones).
The mechanism of knitted fabric deformation is discussed in section 2.2. After
qualitative discussion of this subject, the unit cell is defined as a set of elementary parts
of loop and interlacing regions (contact zones). Qualitative analysis of different
boundary conditions is represented here.
Application of Lagrange Principle of Energy Minimisation to the elementary parts of a
loop (constitutive elements) is represented in section 2.3. The potential energy of each
constitutional element is derived as a function of introduced virtual co-ordinates
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following the assumptions. The total energy of the unit element is derived with respect
to link conditions. The final formulas in components required for subsequent numerical
analysis are represented in Appendix B (1 - 6).
Micro-mechanical model of boundary conditions for constitutive elements in the unit
cell is considered in section 2.4; a rheologic scheme of unit cell is proposed and
boundary conditions for unit cells in the whole system are also discussed.
In CHAPTER 3 a numerical evaluation of the proposed model by means of the finite-
element method is discussed; the main finite-element relationships are given in section
3.2. Evaluation of rigidity matrixes for the whole system and the problems related to
method stability and convergence are discussed in the later sections of CHAPTER 3.
To illustrate the model properties a qualitative analysis of simple testing structures is
given. Deformation of a number of samples was numerically simulated and load-
extension curves were obtained for the model verification.
Experimental procedures required for evaluation of input parameters and model
verification are represented in CHAPTER 4. These include yam tensile, bending and
torsion tests and fabric uni-axial extension tests.
Discussion of the results obtained and possible applications of the proposed model for
solving more complex problems than that of in plane deformation of the plain knitted
fabric are outlined in CHAPTER 5.
1.2 Textile Materials; woven and noon-woven structure
Textile materials have been manufactured and used since the early stages of human
evolution. Manufacturing process arose due to man's intuition at the very beginning of
human civilisation. From that time until our days, it is being developed on the base of
inherited experience.
Increasing industrial competition demands more and more from textile designers and
they in turn demand better knowledge of their material. As the industry works with a
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wider range of yarns and with different fabric structures, the need for a solution to this
problem becomes pressing, for there is little practical experience which is based on
theoretical models to guide the manufacturer. The development of new methods of
investigating fabric mechanical properties is therefore very critical. The quest for better
understanding of the problem is also motivated by the more academic desire for
research to increase the knowledge of subject.
For apparel and industrial applications, designing textile fabrics with specific
mechanical properties is important. One of the most fundamental of these properties is
the load-extension behaviour, which is determined by the properties of the constituent
yarns, and fabric dimensional properties (i.e. yarn path, fabric thickness etc.).
Predicting tensile properties for a woven fabric has received much attention from
scientists around the world [24,25,26,27,28,29,30, 71, 72].
Kawabata et al [24, 25, 26] presented a non-linear theory of predicting the bi-axial
tensile property of the plain weave fabric in 1973, and the theory was improved to
introduce the effect of yarn bending stiffness into the theory [27, 28]. Investigation of
more complex structure of fabric (tri-axial-weave fabric) is represented elsewhere [29].
Although the structure of woven fabric could differ significantly from that of an
ordinary plain-weave fabric, it is basically the same weave structure, and the theory of
the plain weave may be applicable to the wide range of different structures with some
modifications. A paper published by Reumann in 1990 [30] used Kawabata's approach
to estimate uniaxial load-extension characteristics for any weave. While this should
represent an advance over the previous work, the paper does not consider important
practical features, including prediction with the bi-axial mode of loading. A more
general model had been proposed by Fangning Sun et al in 1997 [31].
Several theoretical analyses [26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] reported in scientific literature
have dealt with shear properties of fabric. Grosberg and Park [32] based their
calculations on a two-dimension model of fabric shear in which slippage between the
yarns at cross-over regions (contact zones) increases gradually from zero slippage
length of the contact region up to the length of the whole contact region. Olofsson [33]
assumed that the fabric shear hysteresis results from the complete mutual rotation of
threads at cross-over points. Kawabata et al. [26] related the experimental torque
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necessary to rotate two sets of threads relative to each other to the fabric shear
hysteresis by using experimentally determined constants. Skelton [34] used
geometrical considerations to calculate the maximumshear angle for a woven fabric.
More recently, Postle et al. [36, 37] and de long [35] used an energy method of
analysis to study the mechanical properties of textile structures. This analysis had been
applied in the case of continuous contact between threads in cross-over regions by
Sinoimeri et al in 1996 [38].
A macroscopic approach to dealing with multi-axial warp knitted fabric structure under
uni-axial tensile deformation is represented in [39]. Multi-axial warp knitted fabric
system normally consists of five yarn systems, four for inserting yarns (namely warp,
weft and bias yarns), which are held together by the fifth, the stitching system (chain or
tricot loops) through the thickness of fabric. The properties of stitching system are
neglected here.
Fabrics are well known for their property-direction dependence or property anisotropy.
Kilby [40] was one of the early researches to deal with the mechanical anisotropy of a
woven fabric. He derived the so-called generalized modulus of a fabric, expressing the
fabric tensile modulus in relation to the test direction. Fabric shear strength was
examined by Pan et al [41]. Fabric shear strength is predicted here from measured uni-
axial tensile strength of the fabric at the principle and off-axial directions. A harmonic
expression is adopted here to approximate the experimental results.
During draping, fabric undergoes large deformations under small applied forces. In
order to describe drape phenomenon fabric is normally assumed to be an elastic
continuum with some anisotropy. The pioneering work in the area of numerical
simulation of fabric drape was the use of catenary curves to model fabric developed by
Weil [42] in 1986. This work led to a number of computer graphic-based fabric
modelling works, including some commercial software. However, most of the early
models did not account for the physical properties offabric in a comprehensiveway.
Some recent works show modelling of fabric drape usmg finite-element methods.
Coiler at al [43] studied draping behaviour of fabrics by using a non-linear finite-
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element method based on classical non-linear plate theory. While a fabric goes through
small strain and large rotation during draping, with the maximum deflection of the
fabric being of order of hundreds of times the fabric thickness, the solution of a
classical plate theory only agree closely with experiment data up to the deflection-to-
thickness ratio of six because of approximate calculation of the bending curvature.
Eischen and Kim [44] established a fabric model by using a large deformation beam
theory. They focused primarily on simulating fabric-bending behaviour with a
symmetry that allows the 3D fabric draping problem to be analysed in 2D. A shear
flexible shell theory was used to predict the drape of fabric by Bijan Chen [45]. Kang
et al [46] considered draped fabric as a thin plate using non-linear relationships for the
curvature coefficients.
An attempt to model dynamic deformation properties of textiles had been made by
Postle [48] in 1999. The solution obtained here enables complicated fabric profiles to
be predicted. Furthermore, it makes it possible to consider the evaluation in real time
of 3D fabric profile or the dynamicbehaviour of draped fabrics during deformation.
The phenomenon of buckling of flexible sheets under tension had been studied using
the continuum mechanics theory by Amirbayat [49]. Opposite to the fabric drape
phenomenon, bulking occurs when fabric undergoes large deformation having been
subjected to considerable load. The paper discusses the factors affecting the buckling
of flexible sheets under tension that occurs when the extemalloads are not uniformly
distributed. It goes further to analyse the energy of the system and gives the criteria for
sheet instability in terms of dimensionless quantities formed from material properties
and sheet dimensions.
Nonwoven fabrics are normally assumed as a web, which is made up of a number of
fibres. Fibres in the web are oriented at various directions following random or some
known statistical distribution [53]. The fabric is treated as built up of unit cells, which
experience the same strain as applied to the fabric. The unit cells are assumed large
enough to allow each fibre to have a number of bonds in order to avoid any local
variation in strain [54].
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Knitted fabrics differ significantly from woven and nonwoven fabrics in structural and
mechanical properties, however it is the same sheet material. Thus, all fabrics undergo
large deformation under small applied forces during bending (draping). Having been
extended they can withstand considerable load.
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1.3 Knitted Structure
The papers outlined in previous section dealt mostly with woven and non-woven
fabrics. Although a knitted structure is used as a stitching system in multi-axial warp
knitted fabric the influence of stitching yams on fabric behaviour are normally
neglected [39].
There is much less literature available, which considers the mechanical properties of
knitted fabrics. A number of researches Peirce [56], Shin [57], Doyle [58], Leaf and
Glaskin [59], Postle and Munden [60], De Jong and Postle [71, 72], Grosberg [63,
64] have all made attempts to define geometrically the configuration of the unit cell of
a plain knitted fabric i.e. initial geometry of the relaxed loop. These parameters were
then fitted to give experimentallyobserved values of the fabric parameters.
In attempts to study knitted fabric subjected to external load a force analysis approach
had been preferred by most of researches Peirce [60], Shanahan and Postle [62],
Hepworth and Leaf [65], Konopasek [66], Olofsson [67], Hepworth [18,69, 70]. To
analyse the fabric by means of force analysis, the yarn should be divided into segments
at whose ends forces and (or) couples may act.
The force analysis of a knitted structure implies the resolution of a complex system of
non-linear equilibrium equations, especially when yarn is treated as an elastic rod (i.e.
couples are taken into account). It is for this reason the researches have had to make
simplifyingassumptions, which however restricts the models' application.
Hepworth et al [68] considered an idealized knit structure constructed from naturally
straight, inextensible and incompressible yams. The model of relaxed plain knitted
fabric proposed here gives the initial shape of the loop. The solution is obtained by
numerical resolution of the equilibrium equations of the loop segment, which is
subjected to external forces. These forces arise due to assumed loop segmentation (the
reaction forces at cut edges) and external loads which arise from yarn-to-yarn
compression at the contact zones and jamming between courses. The same equilibrium
equations, which had been used for evaluation of the relaxed state of the fabric, have
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been applied to the problem of fabric extension in wale and course directions [69]. The
solution gives load-extension curves for plain knitted fabric with various ratios of yarn
diameter to loop length. One of the basic assumptions in the Hepworth's model [68,
69, 70] is that during fabric deformation the contact points of yarns are located at the
same places as in the initially relaxed fabric. Although yarns are assumed
incompressible, and, hence it is possible to impose kinematical constraints to restrict
yam movement in the points of contact and consider the whole quarter of the loop, the
equivalent force was introduced to simulate the reaction force which acts in contact
point and the quarter of the loop was subdivided into sections. That is formally correct
however it makes it difficult to follow the argument. The solution is represented here in
the form of load-extension curves in both course and wale directions. The curves were
obtained for plain knitted fabric with different tightnesses (ratio of yam diameter to
length of yam involved in loop). The shape of load-extension curves represented in
[69] qualitatively agrees with that observed in experiments, except for a few curves
which represent course contraction of the fabric loaded in wale direction. Thus, for
tight fabric the model predicts the fabric extension in the course direction when it is
subjected to extension in the wale direction. Although the magnitude of predicted
extension in course direction is relatively low, it is in obvious disagreement with
experiment.
An energy minimisation technique was applied to the problem of plain knitted fabric
under low tension by De Jong and Postle [71, 72]. The basic equilibriumequations and
the boundary conditions for plain knitted fabric are derived here without assuming any
detailed pre-conditions related to loop interlocking. A continuous region of contact
between the yarns in fabric is introduced to simulate yam-to-yarn compression in the
interlacing region, this is a refinement on Hepworth's approach as she assumed yam to
be incompressible.
It is worth saying that results obtained by Hepworth, De Jong and Postle [68, 69, 71,
72] are represented in a form which is not suitable for subsequent investigation.
Neither full theoretical equations are written nor experimental validation of the
obtained results is represented. The biased scientific discussion of the subject [73, 74]
does not make the situation clear.
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In all of the work mentioned on studying knitted fabric mechanics the internal couples
acting in the loop are taken into account. During the first stages of the present project,
attempts were made to use a similar approach to that represented by Hepworth, De
long and Postle [69, 70] for modelling the tensile properties of knitted structures. The
yam was assumed to behave as an elastic rod with tensile and bending properties
derived from experiments on yams. Yam-to yam contact had been replaced by the
kinematical boundary conditions at contact points. A typical example of deformed
knitted structure obtained with assumptions outlined above is represented in Figure 1.3.
The blue curves represent the initial position of the yam and red curves represent the
deformed state of knit with the external load applied in the course direction. The author
strongly believes that lateral contraction of fabric predicted by Hepworth [69] for loose
fabric structure and re-predicted in Figure 1.3 comes from internal couples which
occurred at the contact points. The couples in tum occur because yam bending rigidity
had been taken into account. It is worth noting that bending rigidity of yam is of
extremely small magnitude and it is doubtful that such couples have considerable
influenceon the fabric behaviour.
-0.01 -0.005 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
X[m)
Figure 1.3 Extension of knitted structure simulated by the system of elastic rods
fixed in contact points.
The argument represented in Appendix B.7 makes it possible to neglect internal
couples in tensed fabric, which in tum simplifies the model considerably and enables
the factors particularly neglected by previous authors [60, 69], i.e. yam-to-yam
compression, jamming and length redistribution, to be taken into account.
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Kawabata [SO]developed a theoretical method to calculate the bi-axial tensile
properties of plain knitted fabrics. The unit model of plain knitted fabrics is assumed to
be elongated to such an imaginary degree that the yarn has no tension. The tensile
force is calculated from the bending region and stretching region.
More recently, Wei-Liang et af 1994 [SI] proposed a model of fabric deformation
which is based on geometrical structure of plain knitted fabric. Knitted fabric is
considered here as a set of the hexagonal elements (Figure 1.4(a)) joint as shown in
Figure 1.4 (b). To define the equilibrium position of the system of joint unit cells the
forces acting at each point (vertex) of the unit cell were balanced. To fit the theory to
the experimental data the mechanical properties of the unit cell were defined from the
same experiment by means of the least squares method (it would probably be the same
if average characteristics were used). To remove the difference between the
experimental and the theoretical load-extension curves the model was improved further
to introduce the slippage effect in the cross over regions (contact zones). The load
extension curves obtained with the improved model show good agreement with the
theory at low applied load for the uni-axial extension and for relatively high load for
the strip elongation. To avoid the method diverging the slippage is restricted here by
introducing a 'potential force' in the form:
{
M=O
F=KfM
(1.1 )
where M is a length of unstressed yarn slipped from the cross over point;
F is resultant withdrawal force acting at the cross over point;
Kt is a coefficient, which is defined by error method;
Fe is the maximum static frictional force, which is in turn defined as follows:
F;; = u N
where J.l is static friction coefficient and N is a resultant force in cross over point.
It is obvious that for initially relaxed state the resultant force N=O, and, hence,
following the equation (1.1) the slippage restriction force is defined by the value of
coefficient K. Namely, if value of K is high enough the slippage will occur from the
first stages of deformation and F = K, M , for the lower value of K no slippage will
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occur. Thus, the introduced slippage is an additional parameter which is used for better
fit of the theory with the experiment. Note that force F is the only one factor which
restricts extended system of the unit cells from being collapsed into one line and the
value of K was matched to provide the method stability and to fit the experimental
results [SI].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4 (a, b) The hexagonal unit cells.
The investigation recorded in this thesis has no direct parallel with any other reported
work. The closest work was undertaken by Wei-Liang [SI] but the model proposed
therein is based on a unit cell whose mechanicalproperties can not be defined from the
mechanical properties of the yam and the loop geometry. The model developed by
Wei-Liang leads to predictions of the fabric mechanical properties which deviate
significantly from the properties of real fabrics. Therefore, arbitrary constants were
introduced as correction factors to improve the outcome; the introduction of correction
factors has not been necessary in the model proposed in this thesis. The approach
described in this thesis makes its possible to define the fabric deformation mechanism
from its discrete properties and allows fabric mechanical properties to be predicted
from the cell geometry and the mechanicalproperties of the yam.
Since the application of textile fabrics has expanded into industrial and composite
areas, aspects of industrial application of fabrics have been presented in a number of
publications during the last decade [50, 51, 52, 7S, 79]. Hearle and Du [78] presented
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an overview of modem textile technology from the point of interaction with the
composite industry. It was pointed out that an understanding of textile solutions can be
beneficial to the composite engineers and conversely, composites provide an
opportunity for textile researches.
During the last few decades, a number of approaches have been developed to deal with
fabric deformation. Most of the researchers made detailed assumptions on the initial
geometry of the knitted structure and, unfortunately, unrealistic assumptions about the
fabric deformation mechanism. Their models were restricted either by the fabric
structure (plain knitted fabric) or by the loading conditions (extension in course
direction [71]; bi-axial elongation of an infinitely large sheet of fabric [69], in-plane
deformation etc.). An increasing interest in more precise modelling of fabric
deformation requires a full boundary-value analysis of complex fabric deformation to
be performed. That in tum requires definition of the complex deformation of a small
part of fabric or the unit cell. The unit cell proposed in the present work enables
simulation of any complex deformation of each elementary part of fabric sheet
subjected to various loading and boundary conditions. As oppose to the pure
continuum approach [21] the recent model defines the hypothetical continuum with
mechanical properties inherited from the discrete fabric structure.
A number of researches have attempted the problem considering deformation of each
yarn within the fabric structure [68, 71]. This kind of analysis is restricted, among the
other things, by the impossibility to subdivide the whole problem into a series of
problems for the smaller elements. The finite element, introduced here as a system of
unit cells, allows consideration of a larger finite element for faster solution and smaller
elements for higher precision.
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CHAPTER 2. Theoretical model
2.1 Geometrical Parameters of Knitted Fabric, 3D model of
plain knitted loop
An algorithm for evaluation of yarn path in plain knitted fabric is presented Mechanical
properties of yarn are neglected Yam path is approximated by parametric spline curve. Knot
points for spline curve are obtained with regards to fabric dimension and yarn diameter.
Further assumptions are made to determine the parts of loop involved in mutual contact. Input
data are chosen that could be obtained from direct measurement of fabric dimensions.
The first step in analysis of mechanical properties of fabric is evaluation of the initial
form of the yarn loop. Yarn in knitted fabric follows a complicated 3D path, which is
affected by a number of factors. Determination of the exact loop form requires rigorous
analysis of manufacturing parameters and mechanical properties of both yarn and
fabric. In the present work, the simplest approach for evaluation of the 3D form of the
plain knitted loop is used.
Plain-knitted fabric is illustrated in Figure 2.1 (a, b), where a 3D image of fabric and
the projection of the central axis of yarn onto plane XY are represented. Right-hand
Cartesian co-ordinate system is used like that in Figure 2.1 (b). The same co-ordinate
system is used further for description of an initially flat fabric. According to textile
terminology, the OX-direction is called 'course' direction; the OY-direction is called
'wale'direction.
Parameters Ab! and Bb! = (bl + b2)/2 represent fabric loop dimensions in the wale and
course directions; fabric thickness is in the OZ direction. The values of Ab! and Bb! are
considered to be the main periods of the knitted structure. Thus, shifting any loop in
Figure 2.1 towards wale or course direction by Ab! or Bb!will give the next neighbour
loop of the system. Values of Ab! and Bb! can be evaluated as the number of loops per
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10 [em} in course and wale directions, whereas loop dimension Hy, Figure 2.1
requires direct measurement of individual loops.
Note that value of b1 and b2 are different in real fabrics however, it is not possible to
measure b1 and b2 separately and it is assumed further that
(a)
Figure 2.1 (a, b) Fabric dimension.
bI =b2 =B"". (2.1)
·3x10
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5
-3x10
1
B"" =2"(bl+b2)
(b)
numerically generated image - (a),"loop projection onto XY plane - (b).
The length of the yarn involved in loop and the yarn diameter are important parameters
of knitted loop structure. A number attempts had been made to find out the relationship
between loop dimensions a and b, yarn diameter Dyam and loop length [56, 57, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62]. However, we assume all mentioned parameters to be independent. In the
present work, we use loop length as an input parameter for the model. Loop length
could be estimated from a prior formula [3f or measured for any individual fabric.
• 507Z' 200
L/oop =--+--+ 7Z'Dyam' where L/oop is loop length {mm]; Dyam is yarn diameter {mm]; Pc
Pc Pw
and Pw are number of loops per 100 {mm] in coarse and wale directions respectively.
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Parameters Alen and Bien' in Figure 2.1, with yarn diameter and loop length form a set of
main fabric properties. The present approach is aimed at determining a reasonably
accurate approximation of yarn path by using only the parameters as mentioned above
and listed in Table 1.3.
One of possible paths of the yarn axis (yarn path) in a loop is represented in Figure 2.2.
Yarn path could be written in general form as follows:
(2.2)
where R = {Rx,Ry,RJ is the 3D vector of yarn path co-ordinates;
s is arc length co-ordinate.
3D form of loop and elements distribution
-3x10
I I
: : I
I I
-3x10
3
4
o -3x10Y[m]
-4 -5 X[m]
Figure 2.2 3D view of knitted structure.
3D loop form (red); numbered knot points (1-9); parts of the loop not involved in
contact (magenta curves)
We define knot points (red circles in Figure 2.2) such that the value of the derivative of
at least one component of R(s) with respect to the arc length s is equal to zero at the
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knot point. Thus, for knot points numbered from 2 to 8 the following relationships can
be written:
dRy = o. dRx I =0; dRx I = 0; dRy = 0; ; dRy = 0
ds kp=2 ' ds /cP=3 ds /cP=4 ds kp=5 ds kp=8
(2.3)
where kp is a knot point numbered according to the Figure 2.2.
There is arbitrariness in loop definition. Thus, it is possible to define a loop in two
different ways: passing through knot points numbered from 2 to 8 or from 5 to 11.
Taking into account (2.1) it is possible to assume that these two loop definitions are
equivalent except that the second is flipped about the horizontal axis of the first
defined loop. The mentioned symmetry and periodicity of structure make it possible to
derive additional conditions for derivatives of the z component of the yarn path co-
ordinates with respect to the arc co-ordinate at knot points kp = 2,5,8 (2.4).
dRzl -0
ds kp=2,5,8
(2.4)
Illustration of (2.4) is represented in Figure 2.3. If relationship (2.4) does not hold at
some of the knot points, fracture of yarn path B. (s) will occur at these points.
Taking into account (2.3), (2.4) and noting that the derivative of the vector of the yarn
path co-ordinates with respect to the arc length co-ordinate is a unit tangent vector
(2.5) we get the following values of the derivative at kp = 2,5,8 (2.6).
dR
ds =~; 1~1=1; (2.5)
=1.
ds /cP=2,5,8
(2.6)
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Figure 2.3 A single loop.
3D view of single loop - red, projection onto plane (Xl? and (ZJ) - black, knot points
numbered from 2 to 8.
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Figure 2.4 Projection of loop onto (YZ) plane with mapped knot points.
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Some parts of the loop are involved in contacts with neighbouring loops (contact
zone). The rest of yarn in the loop is free of contact (free zone). The distribution of
free zones along the loop length is represented in Figure 2.2 (magenta curves).
The distance between loop axes in a contact zone can be evaluated as D yam multiplied
by the mutual yarn-to-yarn compression coefficient a (Figure 2.1 (bj). Coefficient a
is equal to unity when the yarn is incompressible. Value of a -< 1 when yarns in
contact are initially pre-compressed. For the exact evaluation of a one should consider
a number of factors including fabric-manufacturing parameters, mechanical properties
of yarn, i.e. compressibility, friction factors, visco-elastic properties, etc. Further
discussion of the phenomena lies beyond the limits of the present work. A unitary
value of a is assumed for further calculations.
To obtain co-ordinates of knot points we assume a known wale dimension of the loop
H; (Figure 2.1 (bj). According to the abovementioned symmetry and periodicity of
fabric it is possible to derive X and Y co-ordinates of knot points for a single loop as
shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1
kp 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Rxikp -Bm _( B; _q) _( B; +q) 0 (B; +q) (B; _q) Bien
Rylkp
Hy -Am 0 Am Hy +Am Alen 0 H; -Am
2 2 2
Value of X and Y co-ordinates of yarn path curve in knot points.
In Table 2.1 parameter q == Dyama /2 , a and b are fabric dimension in wale and course
direction (see Figure 2.1).
It is obvious that the Z-component of the loop path reaches minimum value at knot
points kp = 2,5,8 and maximum value achieved at some point in between kp = [3: 4]
and kp = [6: 7] (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4). Assuming that yarns are not compressed in
the contact zone (a = 1) and fabric is not compressed in the Z direction it is possible to
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assume that fabric thickness H fabric is equal to double the yarn diameter. The
maximum Z-dimension of the loop axis Hz could be expressed as follows:
(2.7)
where H fabric is the fabric thickness;
R yam is the yarn radii and
Dyam is the yarn diameter.
Due to loop symmetry, parameter p in Figure 2.4 can be expressed as follows:
(2.8)
Assuming that the Z component of the projection of the loop onto plane ZY linearly
increases from zero to the maximum value and then linearly decreases from maximum
to zero, gives the following value of h (Figure 2.4):
h =2H~y' P (2.9)
Parameter h in Figure 2.4 gives the value of Z co-ordinates at knot points
kp = {3,7},{4,6}.
Taking into account (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) yields the Z co-ordinates of the yarn path at
the knot points are as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2
kp 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
o h h o h h o
Value ofZ co-ordinates of the yarn path curve at knot points.
In Table 2.2 parameter h is determined according to equation (2.9).
The selection of an approximation function for the loop, which led to an acceptable
loop form. can be accomplished in different ways [12]. One of the possible
approximation functions is a cubic spline. Cubic splines provide continuity of curve of
the second order (continuity of derivatives up to the first degree).
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It is not possible to construct a simple polynomial spline in the form y = Spl (x) due to
multi-valued shape of the loop, i.e. the Y co-ordinate of the loop can attain different
values for the same value of X co-ordinate. Parametric splines were chosen to
overcome the problem. Additional knot points from the neighbouring loops in a row,
with numbers 1 and 9 as shown in Figure 2.2, were used for more even loop form
approximation. Finally, we assume that loop form is approximated at the interval
kp={2:8}. Curves lie in between knot points kp={1,2} and kp={8,9} are
subsidiary.
The value of the arc co-ordinate s in knot points cannot be determined until the curve
is defined. For parametric curve evaluation, an independent continuous parameter tkp
was chosen in such a way that:
tlcp= [I: 9] for kp ={I,...,9} .
The derivatives in expressions (2.3) to (2.6) are all defined with respect to the arc
length s, which is unknown. To construct the spline these derivatives should be
rewritten with respect to the new parameter tlcp according to the following relationship:
d Spix,y,z d Spix,y,z ds=--,;,:,,:,_
dtlcp
(2.10)
The loop shape is defined at knot points kp = {2,...,8}, and it is assumed that the
derivative of the arc co-ordinate with respect to chosen parameter tkp is constant:
ds i.; L,oop
-=--=--
dtlcp 2-8 6
(2.11 )
where L,oop is the known length of the loop.
Relationships (2.10) and (2.11) make it possible to recalculate derivatives of the yarn
path with respect to the new parameter tlcp and evaluate the 3D spline which
approximates the loop form (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3). Finally, the curve defined yarn
path can be expressed in the form of equation (2.2). Knot point co-ordinates and
derivatives of the yarn path, which are required for evaluation of spline functions, are
summarised in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3
kp 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
eBm ) _( B; -'7' _(B;+q) (B; +q) (~Im-'7) (3BIm )Rx - -2-+1] -Rim 0 Rkn -+'72
dRx
dtkp 0 116 0 0 1/6 0 0 116 0
Hy-A"" Hy+A"" Hy -Am
Ry 0 2 0 Aim 2 Aim 0 2 0
dRy
«; 116 0 1/6 1/6 0 1/6 116 0 1/6
Rz -- 0 h h 0 h h 0 --
dRz
«; -- 0 -- -- 0 -- -- 0 -
Knot point co-ordinates and derivatives of the yarn path defined at knot points
To determine the unknown value of the loop dimension in the Y direction Hy' we
consider a set of loops with the Y dimension varied from Aim +51 to Aim +52 (Figure
2.5). Searching for the loop with the required arc length yields an estimate of the
unknown value ofHy •
Values of 81 and 52 are determined automatically while searching iterations are
executed. For a standard loop shape, the values of 81 = 0.1Aim and of 82 = 0.5Aim are
accepted.
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Figure 2.S Variation of the loopform.
loop with pre-set length (black), loop with increased length (red), loop with decreased
length (green).
Note that the 3D length of the loop is considered while the loop with appropriate length
is searching.
For subsequent modelling of mechanical properties of the fabric, it is important to
define where the yarn is in contact with neighbouring yarns and where it is free (Figure
2.2). Due to yarn unevenness in a real fabric it is difficult to determine whether yarn is
in contact or not. To simplify the model we assume that two neighbouring yarns are in
contact when their projections onto plane XY intersect.
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2.2 Kinematic Relationships of Tensioned Fabric
A qualitative discussion of the subject is presented. Hierarchical sub-division of the fabric into
elementary mechanical objects is considered Length re-distribution and factors restricting
fabric col/apse in the case of uni-axial tension are discussed. Bi-axial tension, shear
deformation and boundary conditions are considered. A general description of the fabric
mechanical model is presented.
At the stage of fabric production, the loop changes its shape and dimensions. During
manufacturing, fabric is stretched and the yarn is under tension while it is involved in
the knitting process. When the fabric sample is removed from the knitting machine, it
relaxes but some residual stresses remain acting on the sample. This residual stress
causes fabric instability in plane, i.e. the sample normally does not remain flat without
external constraint. Normally, flat knitted samples transform into a cylindrical shape
tending to curl around some axis from edges towards the centre. The process of total
strain relaxation in a fabric may take up to several weeks. During this period the fabric
sample changes its shape and dimension in three directions and becomes a more or less
stable structure. Due to the time-dependent mechanical properties of yarns, stress in a
fabric tends to be balanced with internal friction. A 'set' sample is balanced as a whole
system, however when a new cut edge is introduced the system becomes unstable
again. Studying this kind of phenomena is particularly important for garment
proto typing when cut samples change dimension compared to the designed pattern. In
the present work, we study tensile properties of set fabric. Moreover, we assume that
all yarns are slack and, hence, no friction force acts in an initially slack fabric.
The present work is aimed at defining a micro-mechanical model of fabric
deformation. The behaviour of yarns in loops, yam-to-yam interactions and change of
loop parameters during fabric tension are the main subjects for further analysis.
The basic feature of knitted structure (particularly of plain knitted and 1+1 rib fabric) is
that subjected to strain in one direction it achieves considerable lateral contraction in
the other in-plane dimension. The same phenomena could be observed when a sample
made from isotropic continua materials (copper, steel, etc.) is stretched. However, the
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mechanism of the phenomena is entirely different in fabric than in a continuous sheet
material. Firstly, lateral contraction of a continuous sheet sample is generally much
less when compared to knitted structures. Visible changing of cross section can be
observed when a continuum sample is subjected to a force comparable to breaking
point force. Normally, behaviour of any material is considerably non-linear when the
material is close to break point. Fabric in turn, achieves considerable lateral contraction
from the early stages of loading, when working in the linear zone and approaching the
break point the lateral dimension tends towards a minimum possible value.
Secondly, continuum materials considerably resist volume changes (except porous
materials). The ratio of axial relative deformation El to corresponding transverse
deformation En is constant for an individual material. The Poison ratio v for a linear
isotropic material can be expressed as follows:
(2.12)
The maximum possible value of Poison's ratio for continuous material is ~. A value of
~ is characteristic of an incompressible material. A Poisson's ratio higher a ~
corresponds to a hypothetical material with a negative relative volume deformation
(2.13).
.1V
-~2& +& =&(1-2v)V n I I (2.13)
Here V is volume and.1V is change of volume ofa small element.
The Poison's ratio for knitted structure, calculated experimentally according to
relationship (2.12), could be up to 0.6. That means that the fabric behaviour could be
classified as close to that of an incompressible isotropic material. On the other hand,
the fabric is soft (weak) enough to allow considerable volume change.
The phenomena could be explained by assuming a physical relationship between axial
and transversal strains. To illustrate these we consider deformation of a loop when
fabric is stretched in the course direction. The projection of the yam in the knitted
fabric follows a path which is represented schematically in Figure 2.6 (a, b) (see also
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.6 (a, b) A schematic representation of the yarn path projection onto plane
XY.
initial state of fabric with slack loops - (a), fabric stretched in the course direction -
(b).
Having been stretched, horizontal parts of the loop (AIBl, A2B2 in Figure 2.6 or the
corresponding magenta curves in Figure 2.2) transfer tension to vertical parts of the
loop (BlA2, B2A3 in Figure 2.6) via contact zones. This argument leads to the
assumption that during axial tension lateral pressure acts in the sample. It is also
possible to assume a functional dependence of tension in the horizontal part of loop
and tension in the vertical part.
It is possible to assume some special anisotropy to describe the phenomena; however
studying the internal kinematic relationship is still essential. It was decided to consider
a discontinuous model of fabric rather then a complicated anisotropy applied to a
continuum.
To describe the micro mechanism of fabric deformation we consider a hierarchical
sub-division of fabric into a series of elements. The surface of the fabric is sub-divided
into elementary cells (unit cells) and each cell in turn is considered as a system of
elementary elements (constituting elements). (For subsequent numerical
implementation of the algorithm a finite element is considered, which consists of a
number of unitary cells, this is discussed further in CHAPTER 3). Sampling analysis
allows dividing the unit cell into several elements and definition of properties for each
element separately. That is, we consider the properties of the horizontal and vertical
parts of the loop, contact zones, etc. separately. Each element of the unit cell is
considered with respect to kinematics and force conditions, which determine behaviour
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of the unit cell as a single whole system. Each unit cell, in turn, is considered with
respect to conditions providing deformations of a system of unit cells as a whole
sample. Having been arranged together unit cells determine the behaviour of a sample
with integrated mechanical and geometrical properties inherited from the single unit
cell and from each of its constituent elements. A sampling approach allows easy
improvement of the model by applying any enhanced model for each constituent
element.
To simplify arguments we consider fabric, which lies in a plane before it is subjected
to tension. This enables us to assume that the Z co-ordinates are identical for each loop
(Figure 2.2). Although in plane deformations are considered further, the model
proposed is not restricted to 20. Transformation of model to 3D deformation is
discussed in section 5.2 below.
Yamin fabric follows a periodical path, so that all loops have identical form. The co-
ordinates of each loop in the plane (XY) could be expressed as:
{
{X.' }n.k = {X. i}O,O + nb, n = {... -1,O,I, ... }
(2.14)
{Y/}n.k ={Y/}o,o +k a k={ ... -I,O,I, ... }
where {X'}O 0 , {l"}, ° and {X'}n k' {l"}, k are sets of X and Y co-ordinates of a basic.' ..
loop and of any arbitrary repeating loop in the structure respectively.
Loop path co-ordinates {X' }o.o and {I"}o.o can be evaluated according to Table 2.3.
From the mechanical point of view, a single loop does not represent the mechanical
properties of an elementary cell. Namely, deformation of loop in a real fabric is
restricted considerably by neighbouring loops. Thus the effective rigidity of contacting
loops relating to that of a single loop subjected to tensile force in the course direction
could be as much as to'. This makes it necessary to take into account the influence of
neighbouring loops on the behaviour of a single loop.
Taking into account (2.14) it is reasonable to sub-divide fabric into unit cells as shown
in Figure 2.7 (a, b). The unit cell has dimensions in X and Y directions that are equal to
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corresponding course and wale dimensions of the fabric (Bim and Aim in Figure 2.1). In
Figure 2.7 (a), numeration ofloops is used as presented in equation (2.14). Numeration
of elementary cells is developed further as shown in Figure 2.7(b) (from the upper-left
comer to bottom-right comer of the sample).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7 (a, b) Sub-division of fabric sample into elementary cells.
numbered loops - (a), numbered cells - (b).
Following to proposed sub-division of fabric, unit cell number 8 in Figure 2.7 (b)
includes the following parts ofloops (constituent elements):
,/ four contact zones of loop (0,1) and (0,-1) with loop (0,0);
./ three free parts ofloop (0,0);
./ one free part ofloop (0,-1).
Note that the unit cell defined as shown in Figure 2.7 (a, b) does not contain all of the
elements to make up one whole loop.
Taking into account symmetry of the plain knit structure discussed in the previous
section and equation (2.1), all unit cells can be assumed to have the same mechanical
and geometrical properties. Unit cell number 11, for instance, is equivalent to cell
number 8 with a horizontal axis flip; they can be assumed to have the same properties.
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Transmission of axial force from the horizontal part of loop to the vertical is restricted
by yarn-to-yarn friction in the contact zones. However, the work done by friction
forces is assumed to be negligibly small in comparison with the work done by other
forces acting in stretched fabric. The assumption above enables to the creep flow of
fabric to be neglected. One of the possible rheologic models of fabric material is
represented in Figure 2.8. Assuming quasi-static elongation leads to the assumption
that the material is elastic (Figure 2.8 (b) with an effective rigidity C derived from the
following relationship:
I /C = I /Cl + 1/C2 .
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8 (a, b) Possible rheological models of hereditarily elastic materiaL
with creepjlow - (a); without creep deformation - (b).
To prove that the assumption above is valid, extensive experimental research is
required. We limit discussion with simple qualitative arguments. The value of the
creep flow of the fabric Cc could be up to 10-15% while full stress Cfull is
approximately 150-200%*. Thus, Cc comprises some 5-10% of the total stress. In fact,
creep flow of oil-proof rubber achieves up to 17% of the total deformation [5].
If it is assumed that no friction force acts in the zones of mutual contact of yarns, yarn
is free to slide from one part of the loop to another (from horizontal free part to vertical
free part Figure 2.2). If in tum yarn is treated as an elastic rod with zero thickness this
will cause the cell to collapse into one line when a small force is applied to the cell
element (Figure 2.9). One of the factors which prevents cells (loops) from collapsing is
yarn-to-yarn compression. Assuming yarn cross sections with known compression
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rigidity makes it possible to depict the cell as shown in Figure 2.9. The unit cell is
represented here as a closed yarn loop (blue and red curves), which is carried by
pulleys. The centre of each pulley is free to move in the 2D plane XY. Springs in
Figure 2.9 represent yam-to-yam compression.
Normally, yarn compression rigidity is a non-linear function of lateral contraction.
Uncompressed yarn has low initial compression rigidity, however having been pre-
compressed it resists considerably. Van Wyk proposed in [4] a model of compression
of a fibre assembly, which is used widely for describing yam compression. However,
his model is acceptable only for relatively small levels of compression. In a paper by
Grishanov et al [1] an improved model is represented. This model takes into account
the minimum possible area of yarn cross section. In both cases, compression rigidity is
a singular function of yam's lateral contraction. In Van Wyk's model, rigidity grows
infinitely when yarn cross section area approaches zero (he considered a volume of
fibre assembly, which is presumably the same as the yam cross-section area when one
of the dimensions remains constant) and in the model proposed in [1] it tends to
infinity when the yam cross section area approaches to some minimumvalue. Further
discussion of yarn compression rigidity is represented in section 2.3 below.
I----B/m---i
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.9 (a, b) Rheologic scheme of cell element
initial state of unit cell- (a), inplane deformation of the unit cell- (b); blue curve -
initially slack yarn; red curve - deformed yarn.
• These data were estimated during tensile testing of fabric (see CHAPTER 4)
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Yarn is free to slide over the 'pulley' and, hence yarn length re-distribution occurs in
the deformed cell. It is possible to describe yarn in the cell as a closed polygon (as
shown in Figure 2.9), however we consider yarn as a set of yarn sections touching at
the polygon vertexes. Each yarn is assumed to have an additional variable, which is
used for yarn slippage (redistribution) description. Further discussion of this subject
follows in section 2.3 below.
As opposed to the continuum mechanics, the cell represented in Figure 2.9 could not
be sub-divided further into smaller cells. Rather it is possible to consider any size of
cell, however a cell which is smaller than a loop dimension, has no physical sense.
Moreover, it is not possible to consider one cell as a stable structure. In reality, fabric
samples only remain stable when they have enough (about 10 by 10) loops in course
and wale direction. Sample consisted of a small number of loops is unstable as it would
tend to de-knit when subjected to a small force. This make it's necessary to consider
fabric tension with regard to the sample dimension.
Boundary conditions (BC) are also very important when large displacements are
considered. Thus, 'hinge' BC in Figure 2.10 (c) restricts the edge points from
movement in the direction transverse to that of the applied stress. This makes the
system much more rigid in comparison to that shown in Figure 2.10 (b), where the
system with 'hinge-trolley' BC is represented. The clamped edge BC (Figure 2.10 (b»
does not differ considerably from the 'hinge' BC due to the low level of yarn bending
rigidity. For further modelling of fabric tension, we use the 'hinge' BC. Note that the
'hinge-trolley' BC is very difficult to realise in practice because considerable friction
will inevitablyoccur in the 'trolley' itself.
The BC together with cell compression properties (Figure 2.9) restrict lateral
contraction in the case where a uni-axialload is applied to the sample. When additional
extension forces act in the transverse direction each cell is subjected to stress in that
direction. If the value of the transverse force is high enough cells could achieve
extension in both directions.
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Figure 2.10. (a, b, c)Modal analysis of different boundary conditions/or one-axial
extension of fabric sample.
clamped edge - (a), hinged-trolley edge - (b), hinged edge - (c).
The proposed model for fabric is similar to that which might be used for a thin
membrane. Thus, the fabric can be considered to have zero bending rigidity. The scope
ofthe problem is then restricted by consideration fabric in an extended condition.
Qualitative analysis of simple cell structures is represented in section 3.9.
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2.3 Main Energy Relationships for Constitutional Elements
and Unit Cell
The Lagrange Principle of Potential Energy Minimisation is considered. Following from the
assumptions made the potential energy of each constituent element is derived. Total energy of
the unit element is derived with respect to link conditions. Final Formulas in components for
subsequent numerical analysis are represented in Appendix B 2-5.
The scalar functional E(q) gives the total potential energy of the mechanical system.
It can be expressed through the vector of virtual external forces F and co-ordinates q
of the system as:
E(~)= O(~)-F.~ (2.15)
where O(q) defines the potential energy of the system.
Note that system co-ordinates (components of ~) are independent and determine the
position of the system unambiguously.
The Lagrange principle points out that on real values of displacements the variation
(2.16)
and the functional E(q) assumes its local minimum.
The sum on right side of equation (2.15) is the work done by external forces F with
corresponding displacements q of the system.
Assuming a system of equations, which restricts deformation of the system in the form
f (~)= Q it is possible to reformulate the Lagrange principle by introducing a new
function for total energy Ec :
(2.17)
where E is the total energy of the system free of constraints;
& is a vector of additional co-ordinates, the so called Lagrange multipliers.
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Replacing E(~) in equation (2.16) with E, (~,&)from equation (2.17) the Lagrange
principle for the mechanical system with constraints can be obtained.
A number of numerical methods are based on equation (2.16). One of the possible
numerical algorithms based on (2.16) is the finite element method. To provide a basis
for the work in this thesis the concepts of the finite-element method and its application
to the problem is discussed briefly in CHAPTER 3. Potential energy of complicated
mechanical systems can be expanded into terms, where each term represents the
potential energy of an element of the system. The potential energy of each part of
system is derived below.
2.3.1 Effective Rigidity Modulus of pre-bent yarn
Replacing of a pre-bent yarn by a non-linear spring with corresponding effective rigidity
modulus
To obtain the mechanical properties of a unit cell (Figure 2.9) it is necessary to
determine the effective properties of each element. Namely, each part of the cell should
be replaced by an element with the same mechanical properties. Thus, a contact zone is
emulated by a 'helix' element, which is considered below; the free part of a yarn loop
can be replaced by a spring with some non-linear properties. Effective related
deformation CE and corresponding effective rigidity DE (see Figure 2.11) define the
mechanical properties of the spring. Effective deformation CH can be defined as the
relative deformation ofa chord cormected to the two ends of the element.
The part of the loop, which is not involved in mutual contact (free zone), follows a 3D
path, which is normally not straight. The mechanical properties of the free zone could
be represented as the stretching of pre-bent rod. When subjected to a relatively small
tensile force it straightens. Bending is dominant during the initial deformation. When
the rod approaches to straight line, tensile deformation starts to affect behaviour of the
system. Taking into account that bending rigidity of a yarn is very small in comparison
with tensile rigidity, it is possible to divide the process of pre-bent yarn deformation
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into two phases: straightening and tension (Figure 2.11 (a, b, c)). We assume that
during the straightening phase, only bending deformation takes place in the yarn and
during tensioning. only tensile deformation takes place in yam.
Phase I
(bending)
=>
SO Phase2
(tension)
SO(e +1)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.11 (a, b .e) Twophases of deformation of initially bent rod subjected to
force Fx.
initially bent rod - (a), straighten rod - (b), extended rod -(c).
We assume a known relationship for the tensile rigidity D as a function of the relative
deformation of a straight rod/yarn c. In the present work, tensile curves of yarns were
obtained experimentally (section 4.4). No limitations are imposed on the tensile
properties of the yam; it is formally possible to take into account time-dependent
properties of yarns.
Effective deformation of yam &E during second phase of deformation can be expressed
as following (Figure 2.11 (c)):
SO(&+ 1) -LO
CH = LO
where e is relative deformation of straight yarn,
LO is length of chord connected yarn ends,
SO is initial arc length of yam.
(2.18)
Taking into account that Dc=DEcE :Fx and (2.18) yields the following expression
for effective rigidity DE :
(2.19)
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where rp(e) = (X) % .1+ 1 SO-IOe e
10
Maximum value of effective rigidity DE is limited by the value of D; :
D;=Dlimrp(e)=D
IO
.
t:~'" SO
For evaluation of the effective rigidity modulus DE for the first phase of deformation, a
non-linear problem of rod straightening needs to be resolved. To approach the problem
a finite-element model of the pre-bent rod subjected to a tensile force Fx with
boundary conditions as shown in Figure 2.11 (a, b, c) has been implemented (Figure
2.12). To simplify the problem only in plane deformation of the rod was considered.
The initial form of rod's axis is assumed to be circular arc with arc length and chord
equal to that of a 'real' curve. The shape of 'real' curve had been obtained according to
the algorithm considered in section 2.1 above. Bending and tensile rigidities of
rod/yarn were obtained experimentally (sections 4.2 and 4.4).
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Figure 2.12 A typical example of stretching of pre-bent rod with conditions as shown
in Figure 2.11
black curve - initial position - (a), red curves - deformed rod (intermediate - (b) and
final position - (et).
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Figure 2.13 (a, b) Effective and incremental rigidity of pre-bent rod.
effective rigidity of the rod as a function of C - (a), incremental rigidity of the rod as a
function of e and tensile rigidity of straight rod (dotted line) - (b).
The effective and incremental rigidity of a stretched rod undergoing extension as
illustrated in Figure 2.12 is defined as F and of respectively. These rigidities are
e oc
represented in Figure 2.13 (a, b). Stretching of a rod with tensile rigidity equal to 60
[N] is considered there (dotted line in Figure 2.13 (bj). While deformation of the rod
increases, the value of incremental rigidity approaches that of the tensile rigidity of the
rod. This makes it possible to use the value of the incremental rigidity as a criterion for
separation of deformation into two phases (Figure 2.11). It is assumed that the first
(straightening) phase is finished when the value of the incremental rigidity reaches the
level of 99% of rod's tensile rigidity.
Numerically evaluated effective rigidity as shown in Figure 2.13 and equation (2.19)
make it possible to obtain piece-wise function for effective rigidity for the range of all
possible yam deformations. Finally, it is possible to express effective rigidity in the
form DE = DE(CE). We omit subscript 'E'in further argument, assuming e to be the
effective deformation of the element.
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2.3.2 Model of Free Yarn in Loop (Thread' Element)
Thepotential energy of an element with variable initial length is considered
We consider a straight elastic rod with effective mechanical properties as obtained
above. The rod has initial length ao and tensile rigidity can be written in the form:
D = D(c) (note that subscript 'E' is omitted here and following, as the 'effective'
characteristics are considered), where e is relative deformation of the rod. The
components of the vector of virtual co-ordinates q (equation (2.15» are chosen as
{a, as}, where a is the current distance between the ends of rod and (as + ao) is
current initial length of the rod. Relative deformation of the rod can be expressed as
follows:
a-(ao +as)c = -~'-----'-- . (2.20)
(ao +as)
Potential energy Il can be expressed as the curvilinear {a,as} integral from initial to
deformed position:
il= f D(c)c(da-d(c+l)as»)
A~B
(2.21)
where A and B are points on the plane {a,as} with co-ordinates {ao'O}and
{a, as} respectively.
Substituting (2.20) into (2.21) yields the following relationship for potential energy:
O({a,as})= f D(c)(Qa.,(a,as)das+Qa(a,as)da) (2.22)
A->B
It is possible to show that integral (2.22) is independent of path and, hence, function
il({a,as})=U(B)-U(A), where U({a,as}) is some function. To show that, one can
make sure that one of following relationships «2.23) or (2.24» holds:
a(D(c)QaCa,as» == o(D(c)Qos(a,as»
oas oa
(2.23)
Relationship (2.23) could be expanded as following:
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D( ) BQa Q BD(c) Be == D( ) BQas Q BD(c) Bee +a C +as .
Bas Be Bas Ba oc oa
For evaluation of potential energy n any curve with ends at points A and B could be
(2.24)
chosen. Potential energy, hence, can be expressed as follows:
a ~
n(a,as) = JD(c(a,O) )Qa(a,O)da + fD(c(a,as) )Qas(a,as)das.
110 0
(2.25)
Introducing Cartesian co-ordinate system XYZ and taking into account that
ao = ~(X02 - XOI)2 + (y02 - yOI i + (Z02 - ZOI)2
a = ~(X2 -xlf +(Y2 - Ylf +(Z2 - ZI)2 (2.26)
where {XOI,x02,y0I' ... ,Z02} are the initial co-ordinates of rod's ends,
{xl'x2'YI' ...,Z2} are the current co-ordinates of rod's ends,
{SI'S2} are the change of initial length via rod's ends,
it is possible to obtain potential energy (2.25) in components. Full expression of
potential energy is not represented here because of the size of the final formulae.
Assuming that the Z component is zero in set of equations (2.26) the potential energy
for in plane deformation can be derived.
A constituent element derived according to the arguments above will subsequently be
called a 'thread element'.
2.3.3 Model of Mutual Yarn Compression in Elementary Cells ('Side' and
'Height' elements)
The potential energy of two contacting yarns is derived. Compression rigidity of yarn is
discussed. Mechanism of mutual yarn contact in the unit cell is discussed, two models are
considered
We consider here two yarns with compressible cross sections as shown in Figure 2.14.
We denote the relative potential energy of compressed yarn per unit length of yarn as
n == %can/ ' where LeonI is the length of the contact zone. The relative potential energy
is defined for each contacting yarn separately and can be written in the form:
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n(a)= fK(a~ao»)(a~ao) da
IJo
where
(2.27)
K is the specific compression rigidity of the yarn related to the yarn
length,
ao and a are initial and current distance between yarn's axes respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.14 (a, b) Mutual compression of twoyarns.
initial position - (a), deformed position - (b).
According to Grishanov et al [1] the function K(z) can be determined as:
(I-z )
K(z)=KOLcont min 3
Z(Z-Zmin}
(2.28)
where z = a~ D (a is distance between yarn axes determined as shown in Figure/"2 yam
2.14, Dyam is the yarn diameter);
LeOll1 is the length of yarn involved in contact;
KO is the initial value of compression rigidity, which can be obtained from
experiment;
zmin is minimum value of Z (zmin = 0.2 is used further as estimated by
Grishanov et al [1]).
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Introducing the Cartesian co-ordinate system, XYZ, and taking into account the first
two relations from equation (2.26) makes it possible to express fI(a) in components.
Compression of two neighbouring yarns in the unit cell is much more complicated in
nature than shown in Figure 2.14. Moreover, yarn from one cell could be involved in
mutual contact with yarn from a neighbouring cell. A deformed unit cell could in turn
have an arbitrarily shape with only one restriction that it remains a quadrilateral
without self-intersections. At the same time, the level of mutual yarn compression in a
unit cell depends upon the deformation of the cell. Thus, it is necessary to determine a
measure of the mutual compression (a in equation (2.27)) with respect to unit cell
deformation. It is possible to use the current length of the cell side as a measure of
mutual compression, or adjust a with the current area, S, of unit cell (Figure 2.15 (b,
c)). However, both approaches are not good enough. A cell subjected to deformation as
shown in Figure 2.15 (b), changes its area, however all sides length remains constant.
Thus, in this case it is not possible to use length of the side to obtain a measure of the
mutual compression; otherwise, compression will not occur in deformed cell. It can be
seen that, in the case of deformation of the unit cell as shown in Figure 2.15 (c),
relating the compression with cell area S is also not acceptable.
I /s7\ I S So ISo ao a_l \ a=aO
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.15 (a, b, c) Two possible shapes of deformed unit cell.
initial shape of unit cell - (a), shear deformation with constant side length - (b),
complex deformation with constant area of unit cell - (c).
In some special cases of fabric deformation, using side length to give a measure of
compression gives good results. Respective constitutional element where the measure
of compression is defined as a side length we will call 'side element'. Using the side
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element is very attractive due to its simplicity; however, in most cases it causes method
instability or very slow convergence.
To approach the problem 'height element' is proposed below. The unit ceil is subjected
to arbitrary deformation as represented in Figure 2.16. Vertexes of the quadrilateral
numbered from 1 to 4, represent knot points of the unit cell. We define the measure of
compression H{J,4} as the average value of two heights hI and h2. The same parameter
H{i,}) could be defined for each couple of neighbouring points: {1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4} as
shown in Figure 2.16 for knot points {4,1} .
2
-- ..3
Figure 2.16 Arbitrary deformation of unit celL
knot points are numberedfrom 1to 4.
Note that each of H{i,}} depends on the position of all knot points.
Following from the assumptions made above it is possible to write the specific
potential energy for the height element in the form:
HI;,}} ((H -a )](H -a)n(H _)=2 f K (i,}) 0 {i,}} 0 d(H)
{I,l} 2 2 (I,l)
°0
(2.29)
where {i,j} = {1,2},{2,3},{3,4},{4,1}.
The integral in (2.29) is multiplied by 2 because two yarns are involved in the contact.
To derive the :final expression for the potential energy for the height element we
assume firstly that neighbouring sides of the unit cell are not involved in mutual
compression. Thus sides {4,1} and {1,2} in Figure 2.16 do not interact, while sides
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{1,2}and {3,4} are involved in mutual compression. Thus, only two pairs of opposite
sides (yams) of the unit cell (loop) are involved in mutual compression. At the same
time, four height elements are defined according to relationship (2.29). We assume that
one height element represents mutual compression of two half-lengths of opposite
sides. Thus, element H{4,1) in Figure 2.16 represents compression of half of sides {1,2}
and {3,4}. Finally, it is possible to express potential energy n for the height element
in the form:
n(H{i,l)) = n(H{i,J)) L~nl (2.30)
where Lcont is the length of the contact zone,
fi(H{i,l)) is determined according to expression (2.29).
The length of contact zone LeonI is assumed equal to the initial length of the unit cell
side.
Introducing the Cartesian co-ordinate system, XYZ, and taking into account the first
two relations from (2.26) yields an expression for the potential energy in components.
2.3.4 Model of Yarns contact zone ('Helix' Element)
The model of two intersected yarns in contact zone is presented.
The behaviour of a yam in contact with another is very complicated. Unevenness of the
yarn cross-section makes it virtually impossible to determine exact bounds of a contact
zone. Friction forces in the contact are cause additional difficulties for stress analysis.
Assuming that a yarn has non-linear properties adds to the problem, which is very hard
to resolve. To approach the problem we make the following assumptions.
I. Yarn has circular cross section with diameter equal to Dyam •
2. The initial arc length Lh of each of the contact zones (Figure 2.2) is determined
according to the algorithm described in section 2.1 above.
3. The 3D path of the yarn axis in the contact zone is approximated by a 3D helix
with initial diameter equal to Dyam •
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4. The helix makes a half turn around its axis (azimuth angle qJ equals to tt , and
remains constant during fabric deformation).
5. During deformation of the fabric, the 3D path ofthe yarn axis remains helical with
the diameter changing due to compression of the yarns in contact zone.
6. During deformation ofthe fabric, the helix changes its arc length due to withdrawal
force acting at the ends of the yarns involved in the contact.
7. Mechanical properties of contact zone are located at the unit cell vertexes, so that
the orientation of the helix axis is not critical.
8. Two helixes, which represent two yarns in the contact zone both have identical
form and differ by 7r in azimuth angle. An identical deformation of the both
helixes is assumed.
8
6
Hhelix
E
N4
2
0
2
Y[m] X [m]
Figure 2.17 Model of the contact zone
blue curves represent yarns axes, black curves represent projection of yarn axes onto
a plane perpendicular to helix axis (doted line); unit vectors t,!1,P_ represent natural
basis vectors of the helix (tangent, normal and bi-normal respectively).
The constituent element, which represents the yarn in the contact zone will be referred
as the 'helix element'. The helix element is aimed to link length re-distribution co-
ordinates sl and s2 (see equation (2.26» of two neighbouring thread elements (free
parts of yarn in loop). The potential energy of the helix element is independent of its
geometrical position, thus an external load only exerts work on length re-distribution
co-ordinates. Having been arranged together with other constitutional elements, the
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helix element is subjected to withdrawal forces, which tend to change the initial length
of yarn involved in the contact.
The helix is defined by the following vector equation:
R = acos(!_)i +aSin(!_))' + b!_k- D - D - D- (2.31 )
where a and b are helix radius and pitch respectably;
D= ~a2 +b2 ;
s is arc length parameter of helix;
i. j ,!. are unit vectors in Cartesian co-ordinate system XYZ which define
directions OX, aY, OZ respectively.
Taking into account (2.31) the helix curvature X and helix torsion t could be
expressed as:
b'=-2 .D (2.32)
The relationship between main characteristics of the helix may be written in form:
(2.33)
where Lh is the arc length of helix
tp is the azimuth angle of helix
a and b are the helix radius and pitch respectively.
The potential energy of one deformed helix can be expressed as:
(2.34)
where K, is compression rigidity coefficient of yarn-to-yarn compression (see
equation (2.28) and section 4.6);
K x is yarn bending rigidity coefficient (see section 4.2);
KT is yarn torsion rigidity coefficient (see section 4.3);
h =n b .
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Substituting the above equations (2.32) and (2.33) into the expression for the potential
energy (2.34), it is possible to express the potential energy of the deformed helix
trough virtual co-ordinates a and b. Having been arranged together with the thread
element, the helix element is subjected to external load, which tends to withdraw yarn
from the contact zone. Thus, the external load does not exert any work on virtual co-
ordinates {a,b}. To obtain the potential energy of the full system, additional virtual co-
ordinates with corresponding constraint equations need to be introduced.
Assuming that two contacting yarns are deformed identically we introduce two
additional parameters of length re-distribution (length withdrawal) sI and s2 in the
way that:
(si + s2) = ALh
is an increment of helix arc length.
(2.35)
It is possible to obtain a new expression for the potential energy with regard to the
above constraint equation (2.35). If Lagrange multipliers technique is used the
constraint equation (2.35) could be written in the form (see equation (2.17) in section
2.3 above):
n, =«sl+s2)-ALh)2
where 2 is an additional virtual co-ordinate (Lagrange multiplier).
Finally, the potential energy of the system of two contacting helixes could be
expressed through five virtual co-ordinates {a,b,sI,s2,2} in the form:
(2.36)
where na,b is the potential energy of yarn-to-yarn compression in the directions n
and I]_ (Figure 2.17);
nr is the potential energy of yarn bending;
Il, is the potential energy of yam torsion;
nA is the potential due to the constraint equation (2.35).
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Finally the potential energy of the helix element is expressed through five virtual co-
ordinates: {a,b,sl,s2,A} helix radius, helix pitch, two length re-distribution parameters
and an additional constraint parameter respectively.
In expression (2.36) yarn bending and torsion rigidity are taken into account. It is
possible to neglect yarn bending, tension and torsion in contact zone. To show this we
consider a testing example of the helix element subjected to an external withdrawal
force. We assume that the external force exerts work on virtual co-ordinate s2 and co-
ordinate sI is restricted by an external potential TIext:
s l
TIext = fKcLcDnt sldsl.
o
(2.37)
The above expression for external potential simulates mutual yarn-to-yam compression
outside the contact zone (yam-to-yam compression of sides in the unit cell).
The potential energy of the testing system considered can be derived by adding an
external potential energy term (2.37) into the expression for full energy of the helix
element (2.36). The solution obtained with aid of (2.16) is represented in Figure 2.18.
The black curve represents the total energy involved in yam bending and torsion (TI x
and Fl, (2.36». The red and green curves represent energy involved in yam-to-yam
compression in !1 and Q directions (Figure 2.17) within the contact zone (TIa.h
respectively (2.36». The magenta curve represents external energy (TIext (2.37». The
energy involved in torsion and bending comprises less then 0.1% of the total energy of
the system. This makes it possible to neglect terms TI x and TIT in the expression for the
full energy of the helix element (2.36).
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Figure 2.18 Energy distribution in deformed helix.
yarn mutual compression in direction !1_- red curve, compression of neighbouring
yarns in cell - magenta curve, yarn mutual compression in direction Q - green curve,
yarn bending, twisting plus torsion - black curve.
2.4 Boundary Conditions
The micro mechanical model of boundary conditionsfor constitutional elements in the unit cell
is considered Boundary conditions for the unit cell in whole system are discussed.
Constituent elements considered in 2.3 above are designed to simulate behaviour of
corresponding parts of the unit cell. To simulate behaviour of the unit cell as a single
whole the constituent elements should be arranged together with respect to some
boundary conditions. We assume mutual contact of elements take place at knot points
of the unit cell. To simplify further arguments, we define each knot point i = {I : 4} by
a set of virtual co-ordinates {q, }:
kp = i ~ {q.}= {r,sl.,s2,a,b,1}
i={1:4} 1 _I 1 1 I 1 I
(2.38)
where 'i is the position vector of the unit cell in 3D or in 2D,
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sl, s2, are scalar parameters, which define length re-distribution via knot
points (2.26),
a;,b;,A; are additional parameters of the helix element (2.32) - (2.35).
The elements of the unit cell are illustrated schematically in Figure 2.19. The thread
element is determined by the virtual co-ordinates of two neighbouring knot points,
thus, the co-ordinates of the thread element coincide with corresponding co-ordinates
of knot points. The height element is determined by the co-ordinates of all knot points
h.Ll:4 and is independent of length re-distribution parameters {sl, ,s2, },=14'The helix
element is independent of the position of the knot point hLl:4' thus co-ordinates
{sI,s2} (2.35) coincide with those of the corresponding knot point {sl, ,s2,l;=1:4.
Following on, from equation(2.38), the unit cell (k) is defined by a set of virtual co-
ordinates {q; }::::4 Figure 2.20, where (k) is the number of the cells in the system. In
the whole system, the neighbouring cells or some boundary conditions affect the
deformation of each adjacent cell. We assume that contact of two neighbouring cells
takes place only at the knot points. Assuming two cells (k) and (m) have joint knot
points i and j respectively, yields virtual co-ordinates of cell (k): {q, t) coincident
with those of cell (m): {q,r.
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Helix element sI@S2.
Thread sl s2
element ~I ~ r~
Height
element
Figure 2.19 Schematic illustration of the rheology of a constituent elements of a
unit cell.
Figure 2.20 Virtual co-ordinates for unit cell.
By restricting some co-ordinates at the knot points, different boundary conditions can
be introduced. The main emphasis made here is on the study of uni-axial extension of a
sample when two opposite edges are clamped. We assume that in a clamped knot point
(i) an increment of virtual co-ordinates {sl;,s2;,a;,b;,A.;} is equal to zero. Additional
kinematic relationships for the position of knot points subjected to different boundary
conditions can be obtained following well-known logic applied to the general problem
of shell (plate) deformation.
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CHAPTER 3. Numerical Model
3.1 General
The finite-element method, which has been used successfully to solve a wide variety of
problems, originated in structural mechanics in the 1950s. Since that time the method
has been improved considerably and a number of universal and special software
(ABACUS, ANSYS, etc.) have been produced. For the majority of mechanical
problems, the matrix of rigidity {K} is sparse, i.e. most of the elements of {K} are
zeros. A number of approaches for treating sparse matrixes (inversion, composition,
storing, etc.) are now developed. The built-in tools provided by Matlab 5.2-5.3
software have been used and further discussion of special numerical techniques is out
of scope of the present work.
The behaviour of fabrics is considerably non-linear. Even when subjected to relatively
small forces the tensile curve of fabric cannot be considered as a straight line. This
makes it virtually impossible to resolve the problem of fabric tension analytically. To
resolve the problem a numerical model of the system is proposed below. Finite-
element method (FEM) has been chosen as a basis for model evaluation. The FEM is
now well documented by thousands of publications [8], the majority being specialised
papers. More general textbooks [7], [9], [10], [11] have appeared during recent
decades.
Although the formulation can differ significantly from problem to problem, FEM can
be distinguished by the following principal features [6], [7].
1. The physical region of the problem is sub-divided by a mesh of imaginary lines or
surfaces into sub-regions, the so-called finite-elements (FE).
2. One or more of the dependent variables is approximated in functional form over
each element; the parameters of these shape functions become the unknowns of the
problem.
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3. Substitution of the above approximations in the governing equations of the
problem yields a set of equations in the unknown parameters, which can then be
solved to give an approximate solution to the problem.
The unit cell of knitted structure represented in CHAPTER 2 subdivides the physical
region of the sample into sub-regions or FEs. A number of unit cells can be arranged
together to form a larger FE. Constituent elements approximate deformation of the unit
cell and virtual co-ordinates of the unit cell (Figure 2.20) are, in fact, unknown
parameters of approximation. Governing equations can be obtained with regards to
Lagrange principle (2.16).
The term unit cell introduced in CHAPTER 2 has the same meaning as the term finite-
element used here. However, the term finite element is used where the numerical
procedure is implied.
3.2 Main Finite-element Relationships
The potential energy Il of a system is a scalar function of the vector of virtual co-
ordinates or virtual displacements q of a mechanical system (equation (2.15».
Components of q should be independent and determine unambiguously the position of
the system. According to the Lagrange principle (2.16), the full energy of system E (q)
attains a local minimum at real value of q.
We consider a system in an equilibrium state with a vector of virtual co-ordinates
qO and external force FO. If the system is disturbed by an additional virtual force AF ,
the virtual co-ordinates will change by Aq so that the new position of the system
becomes qO + -« . If the value of -« is 'small' enough, it is possible to assume that the
minimum value of the total energy E(q)necessarily and sufficiently coincides with
point where derivatives of E(q) with respect to virtual co-ordinates q is a zero-vector:- -
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E(qO + /!iq) = min {E(q)}<=> BE = Q.
- - - Bq 0
- q=q_ +!'.q
(3.1)
Note that the derivative of a scalar function with respect to a vector gives a vector.
Vector Q in the right part of logical relationship (3.1) has the same dimensions as the
vector of the virtual co-ordinates q. The second derivative of a scalar function with
respect to a vector gives a tensor of second order.
Expanding the right part of logical relationship (3.1) into a Taylor series of the first
order gives the following relationship:
BE(q) ~(BE(~) J+(B2E~q) J./!iq=Q.
B~ 'J=qO +!'.q B~ q=l B~ q=l -
Taking into account that E(~)= n(~)- F· ~ and assuming that the virtual force
F;: FO + /!iF is independent of the virtual co-ordinates q = l +!lq the above- - -
expansion of relationship (3.1) could be re written in the form:
K ./!iq;: F-R= --_!!_ (3.2)
(B2n J (an)where K= --2 .... and Rq = - .- aq 0 - aq 0
- q=q - q=q
Substituting the approximation of potential energy in components into (3.2) it would be
the same as rewriting (3.2) in matrix form:
(3.3)
where {q; }are unknown parameters of approximation.
Relationship (3.3) gives a system of linear equations (governing equations). Matrix
{K;.J} is called the rigidity matrix of the system, vector {Rq,}, in fact, is the reaction
force of the deformed system In the case of an initially slack system, i.e. no internal
force acts in the system; the reaction force {Rq, lis always equal to a zero-vector.
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The potential energy of the system, Il , can be written in general form as follows:
q,
n =L IC; (tp({q; }))~ (tp({q; }))dq;
; 0
where C; IS the rigidity coefficient, which determines the physical properties of
system;
p; and tp are some function.
Substituting the above expression for potential energy into the governing equation,
(3.3) can be written as:
(3.4)
{KG} = {ap; atp. c}.
',J a:ln'tp V1f
J
Matrix {K;~~}is the system rigidity matrix due to physical non-linearity of the system.
Assuming that system is physically linear, i.e. {C;} == cons! , matrix {K,~~}= {o} .
Matrix {K;~} in (3.4) reflects the geometrical properties of system.
Governing equations in form (3.2), (3.3) or (3.4) lead to various iteration methods for
evaluation of the current position of system {q;}. It is convenient to use incremental
methods, which solve the problem for a sequence of load steps. Incremental methods
provide solutions for intermediate values of external load and show better agreement
when large displacements are considered [7].
To simplify the description of the method we use the governing equation in vector
form (3.2). It is assumed that a solution l-I is known at load Fk-I and that a solution
I: 1:-1 A k . d . did Fk Fk-I AFkq_ = q_ + oq_ IS esire at oa _ = _ + 0_ •
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Using equation (3.2) yields:
(3.5)
This is the formulation for an ordinary incremental method. For better convergence it
is reasonable to repeat iteration (3.5) several times (N) with the same load r,
recalculating the values of f and Rq each time. Thus each step of load k IS
N
subdivided into n repeated iterations and I1l = LI1q*·n could be obtained as
- n=l-
follows:
Repeated iterations are executed until norm 1111~k.nII is larger then some pre-determined
k 11 k,n. 11 " /
value eps. We define the norm as 1111~ ,n II= 'l. 'l./ Ldim('l.)' where L is the
geometric dimension of the sample and dim('l.) is the dimension degree of vector 'l.'
This is the so-called self-correcting incremental method (3.6), which gives much better
results in comparison with the ordinary incremental method (3.5).
3.3 Cell Composition, Full Boundary-Value Problem
Problems related to the cell and whole system composition are considered.
Execution of iteration (3.6) requires a value of the rigidity matrix {K} to be
recalculated at new position {~}. That implies considerable computational effort and
optimisation and unification of this procedure becomes very important. The full
rigidity matrix is formed from arranged matrixes of finite elements, which in tum are
obtained from rigidity matrixes of the constituent elements. Substituting the potential
energy of each of the constitutive elements n into (3.4) the rigidity matrixes for
constituent elements can be obtained. The final expressions for the rigidity matrixes of
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constituent elements for 2D deformation in components are shown in Appendix R( 1-
6) respectively.
The finite-element can be composed from a number of unit cells. To simplify the
implementation we only consider the case where finite-element consists of an equal
number of unit cells in both Y and X directions. Potential energy for n constituent
elements TIn can be derived by multiplying the potential energy of one element by n.
Links between local numeration of co-ordinates of constituent elements and sub-global
numeration of finite-elements are shown in Table 3.1 (a, b, c)
Table 3.1 (a, b, c)
(a)
Spiral element sI a b A s2
I 1 2 3 4 7
II 8 9 10 11 14
III 15 16 17 18 21
IV 22 23 24 25 28
(b)
Thread
xl yl sI sl xl y2
element
I 5 6 7 8 12 13
II 12 13 14 15 19 20
III 19 20 21 22 26 27
IV 26 27 28 1 5 6
(e)
Height xl yl x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4
element
I 26 27 5 6 12 13 19 20
II 5 6 12 13 19 20 26 27
III 12 13 19 20 26 27 5 6
IV 19 20 26 27 5 6 12 13
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Deformation of a finite-element in plane is described by 28 components. Following the
rule represented in Table 3.1 (a, b, c) and the scheme of the unit cell shown in Figure
2.19, the rigidity matrix for the finite element can be obtained. The full rigidity matrix
for the system of finite-elements can be obtained by rearrangement of the finite-
element matrixes.
To simplify implementation of the algorithm only uniform finite elements are
considered. Namely, the mesh of the system consists of an orthogonal and equally
spaced grid. That makes it possible to define rows and columns of finite elements.
Global numeration of the finite elements is accepted as that shown for unit cells in
Figure 2.7 (b).
Finally, the sequence of co-ordinates of the finite-element for each knot point IS
accepted as follows:
{sl,a,b,A,x,y,s2 }
where {x,y} are co-ordinates of the finite element vertex (knot point);
{s1,s2} are length redistribution parameters inlvia knot point;
{a,b,A} are parameters of the helix element (section 2.3.4).
Co-ordinates {a,b,A,x,y} of the knot point coincide with the neighbour contacting
point. Co-ordinates {sl,s2} should be re-numbered as shown in Figure 3.1 to provide
a unified procedure for arranging the finite elements into one system.
s2 sI IS~!I\~~
SltDS2 SltDts2
s2 A t sI s2 t t sI
~sl;2J
~.-
sI s2
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1 (a, b) Re-numbering offinite-element co-ordinates
re-numbering procedure for odd - (a) and even - (b) rows.
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Thus, the virtual co-ordinates of finite-elements that belong to odd rows (for example
elements numbered from 6 to 9 in Figure 3.2) are re-numbered according Figure 3.1
(a).
Finite elements should cover the physical region (area) of the fabric sample. Taking
into account that the finite elements initially are uniform right-angled rectangles it is
not possible to cover an arbitrary geometrical area by finite elements. Some of the knot
points will inevitably be beyond the bounds of a given shape of sample. It is assumed
that an element belongs to the sample if at least two of its knot points lie within the
bounds of a real sample. The typical example of mesh for rectangle sample is
represented in Figure 3.2. Here thick green lines represent the real bounds of the
sample. Decreasing geometrical size of the finite-element infinitely makes it possible
to approximate the real bound with any arbitrarily precision. The extension of different
fabric samples, which have shapes like that shown in Figure 3.2 is considered later.
Wesh generated for sample with course angle = 30 0
37 79
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Figure 3.2 Mesh generated for a rectangular fabric sample (the course direction
makes 300 with axis OX).
real bounds of sample (green lines), finite elements (blue lines), global numeration of
finite-elements in the system (blue numbers from 1 to 74), global numeration of
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system's knot points (b/ack numbers from 1 to 98), edge knot points (magenta points),
edge points with given boundary conditions (magenta point inside a triangle).
Some of the knot points are subjected to boundary conditions. In Figure 3.2 the
magenta points inside a triangle indicate points where boundary conditions are
specified.
3.4 Different Types of System's Boundary Conditions,
Lagrange multipliers techniques
Using of the Lagrange multiplier techniquefor different BC: 'fixed 011',' 'slide all', 'fixed
clamp', 'movable clamp'
Boundary conditions can be considered as additional constraint equations for virtual
co-ordinates. Assuming n constraint equations in the form {~i(q) } = 0, (i = 1:n), the
total energy of the system E, can be written as:
n
s, =E+ Lf~
i=l
(3.7)
where E is the total energy of the system free of constraints;
A.i are additional co-ordinates, so called Lagrange multipliers.
By replacing E by E, in (3.1) the rigidity matrix for the system with constraints
{~i(q}}= Ocan be obtained.
Theoretically, it is possible to resolve each of the constraint equations and substitute
the solution into the expression for the total energy. In this case, the number degrees of
freedom of the system will decrease. New co-ordinates Al increase the number degrees
of freedom of whole system, which in tum causes a larger rigidity matrix and greater
computational effort for matrix inversion. On the other hand, by using the Lagrange
multiplier technique the algorithm of rigidity matrix evaluation is simplified and this
leads to a more unified numerical implementation.
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We assume that the boundary conditions are given only at the edge points of the
system. During tensile tests opposite edges of a sample were clamped. One of the
clamps is fixed during sample loading while the other is free to move towards the
applied force. Thus, it is reasonable to introduce two types of clamps (fixed clamp' and
'movable clamp'). The clamp, which is moved in plane along one direction (without
rotation) could be represented as an additional finite-element with one degree of
freedom q!, . External tensile force F is applied to the clamp thus work done by the
external force due to system deformation is equal to F· q!, .
Knot points where boundary conditions are given are connected to a corresponding
type of clamp. There are several possible types of joint of knot points with a clamp:
» co-ordinates of these points could be inflexibly joined to the clamp (fixed all')
» points are free to slide along the clamp while the clamp moves in some direction
('slide all')
» points are free to slide along the clamp except for one given point, which is
inflexibly joined to the clamp (fixed first', 'fixed last').
Extension of the rigidity matrix due to constraints can be implemented for all boundary
conditions considered with the aid of equation (3.7).
To illustrate the application of the mentioned boundary conditions we consider the
problem of axial tension of a plane sample as shown in Figure 3.3 (a). Because of the
reflection of sample about the horizontal and vertical middle lines (doted lines in
Figure 3.3 (a, b, cj), it is only necessary to consider the deformation of half of the
sample (Figure 3.3 (b» or a quarter of sample (Figure 3.3 (cj). According to the
specified terminology, edges of the whole sample are subjected to foUowing boundary
conditions:
» upper edge: 'fixed clamp', 'fixed all' (clamp is fixed and all points are inflexibly
jointed to the clamp)
» lower edge: 'movable clamp', fixed all' (clamp is free to move in the direction of
the applied force F and aU points are inflexibly jointed to the clamp).
» side edges: no constraining conditions
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For equivalent deformation of the half and the quarter of the sample, the lower edge is
subjected to same boundary conditions as that for the whole sample. The boundary
conditions for the upper edge for half of the sample can be expressed as 'fixed clamp'
and 'slide all'. The boundary conditions for the upper edge of the quarter of sample can
be expressed as 'fixed clamp' and 'fixed first' or 'fixed last' (depends on the numbering
of the knot points accepted for the system).
Although it is possible to reduce the system dimensions and consider deformation of
half or quarter of the whole only the full sample has been considered in most cases,
except low-dimension testing examples in section 3.9 below. This causes more
computational effort but it simplifies the implementation of the algorithm.
I-----"------I
F
(a)
F
(e)
Figure 3.3 The problem of axial extension of aflat sample.
-
(b)
the whole sample - (a), the equivalent problem for half of sample - (b), the equivalent
problemfor quarter of sample - (e).
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3.5 Indeterminate Rigidity Matrix, Possible Solutions
('Diagonal' Element)
For a slack configuration the determinant of the rigidity matrix is equal to zero; two possible
ways of getting a solution: either generation of some initial solution corresponding to the
deformed state of the system or introducing a diagonal element, which affects the system
behaviour only on the first steps when the determinant of the matrix is close to zero.
The full boundary value problem of extending a rectangular sample as shown in Figure
3.3 (a) is considered further. Imaginary lines subdivide the physical region of the
sample into finite-elements as shown in Figure 3.2. The full rigidity matrix {K} can be
obtained with aid of equation (3.2) or (3.3) by following the established co-ordinate
sequence as shown in Table 3.1 (a, b, c) and the scheme of unit cell (finite-element)
shown in Figure 2.19. We assume that the system is initiallyslack, i.e. system remains
at equilibrium without any external influence. In this circumstance, the determinant of
matrix {K}is equal to zero or the matrix is singular (det({K})=O). Thus, the system
of linear governing equations (3.3) cannot be resolved. It is possible to show that for
the second repeated iteration (3.6), when the rigidity matrix has already been
recalculated at a new system position det ({K}) ~ O. Singularity of system's rigidity
matrix indicates that the system still has some degree of freedom. which does not
influence the potential energy of the system. although it is subjected to boundary
conditions, which restrict movement of the system as a single whole; i.e. the system
could deform in some way with constant potential energy.
The simplest system. which is indeterminate, can be constructed from two
consecutively connected elements as depicted in Figure 3.4 (a). It is difficult to obtain
an analytical expression for the determinant of the rigidity matrix for that system and
virtually impossible to show that it is equal to zero. To illustrate the phenomena we
consider a simplified problem of extension of a system of elastic springs hinged
together as shown in Figure 3.4 (b). Identical springs with tensile rigidity Do represent
the thread constituent elements of the finite element. The spring with tensile rigidity
equal to DH represents the height constituent element. To show that the system of
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springs in Figure 3.4 (b) has a singular rigidity matrix, it is enough to show that the
simplified system shown in Figure 3.4 (c) also has a singular rigidity matrix.
y
(a) (b) (c)
1 4
1
2.,_----t5
2
3 6
FF
x
Figure 3.4 (a, b, c) The indeterminate systems.
indeterminate system constructed from two finite-elements - (a).. indeterminate system
constructedfrom springs - (b);the simplest indeterminate system - (c).
The potential energy nfor the spring shown on right-hand picture of Figure 3.4 could
be expressed as:
(a _aO)2
n=D ....:.....__-,-
a aO
where aO is the initial length of the spring;
a is the current length of the spring.
By introducing the Cartesian co-ordinate system, XY, the initial and current length of
the spring can be expressed in components as:
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aO = J(x02 - XO,)2 + (y02 - yO, )2
a = J(x02 - xO, +UX2 - UX,)2 + (y02 - yO, + UY2 - Uy,)2
where XO{I,21;yO{,,21 are the initial co-ordinates of the spring ends;
UxO{'.21 ;UyO{',21 are displacements of the spring ends.
The rigidity matrix {K',J} can be written as:
Taking into account the boundary conditions. it is possible to show that:
where {K} is the rigidity matrix of the spring with respect to the boundary conditions
(UX1 =0,UY2 =0).
When the spring is initially slack a = aO and, hence. det({K}) = 0.
The above arguments illustrate the phenomena of singularity of the finite-element. The
problem can be approached from different directions. It is possible to generate some
initial solution for the system and then recalculate the rigidity matrix for the given
solution. In the case of a spring in a plane. which has four degrees of freedom, it is not
difficult to generate some reasonable solution. In the case of a system of finite
elements, which has up to 2000 degrees of freedom that is virtually impossible.
Another way to resolve the problem is the introduction of an additional constituent
element (diagonal element), which restricts movement of diagonal knot points of the
finite-element. The diagonal element represents the initial shear rigidity of the element.
We assume that the rigidity of the diagonal element remains constant during element
deformation and equal to the initial value of rigidity of the height element.
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Introduction of the diagonal element allows the solution of the governing equations
(3.3) for an initially slack system on the first iteration (3.6). It is possible to remove the
diagonal element for subsequent calculations, however due to the relatively small
rigidity of the diagonal element it does not exert considerable influence on the system
behaviour under a small applied force and makes the system more stable when it is
subjected to a considerable load. Thus, it is reasonable to use the diagonal element for
all iterations (3.5) and (3.6).
3.6 Method Stability when the System is Close to Singular
Points (High Load)
Discussion of the subject is presented. The singular terms inpotential energy are considered.
An approximation of a singular function of compression rigidity coefficient is proposed.
Yarn-to-yarn compression is the main factor, which prevents the finite-element from
being collapsed into a line when subjected to external load. Due to singularity of the
compression rigidity coefficient (2.28), the potential energy of yarn compression (2.29)
grows infinitely when yarns approach the critical distance (when the value of z in
equation (2.28) tends to zmin)' The system is also singular due to singularity of the
thread element. One could see that the denominator of the expression for relative
deformation of the thread element (2.20) could attain zero value.
Singularity of the system causes slow convergence of the method and in some cases
entails method instability when the system is subjected to considerable load. A typical
example of instable solution of the system is represented in Figure 3.5. When the
system is subjected to a relatively low load, the method gives a stable solution. When
the load approaches to some critical value the solution oscillates with a lower damping
factor and finally, when the load attains some critical value the solution diverges. Due
to the high non-linearity of the model, it is unclear how to estimate the value of that
critical force. To obtain a convergence criterion it is necessary to perform complex
asymptotic analysis of the method and model.
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The value of the critical load normally leads to quite a high value of relative
deformation of the sample (up to 100%). Thus, the shape of the sample immediately
before method stability loss (when external load is approaching its critical value) is
represented in Figure 3.6. If higher deformations are not required, it is possible to
retain singular functions in the expression for potential energy of the system. To obtain
a solution beyond the critical load the singular term should be replaced by some non-
singular function.
During testing calculations, it was found that the main factor, which causes method
instability, is the singularity of the yarn-to-yarn compression coefficient. It is assumed
that it is possible to approximate the singular function of the compression coefficient
K (z) (2.28) by some non-singular function K (z) . Function K (z) should adequately
describe the real compression rigidity when z» zmin'When z is close to the singular
point, function K (z) should attain a high but finite value to prevent mutual yam
penetration and collapse of the finite element.
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Figure 3.5 A typical example of instable solution.
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relative deformation of sample here is 70% approx.
Approximation of the singular compression rigidity coefficient with a mildly sloping
function could be argued from the physical nature of fabric deformation. Thus, we
assumed in section 2.3 above that deformation of the unit cell (finite-element) is
restricted by pure yam-to-yam compression of the free zones of the loop (sides of the
unit cell) Figure 2.2. We also assumed in section 2.3 that the properties of contact
zones are located at one point, so that the contact zone is responsible only for the yarn
length redistribution in the unit cell. In a real fabric, the contact zones also take part in
mutual compression", making the system less singular.
Approximation of the singular function with a non-singular one implies some
arbitrariness. Thus, it is not possible to define correctly how high the value of the
approximation function should attain for the singular point when the real function is
equal to infinity. To approach the problem we consider the singular function of the
rigidity coefficient (the same one as in equation (2.28)):
• And probably play an important role in loop contraction.
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( ) (1- Zmin)K Z = KOLccml 3
Z(Z -Zmin)
(3.8)
where Z is the current distance between the central axes of two contacting yarns
relative to the initial distance, i.e. to the yarn diameter.
The parameter Zmin is the minimum possible distance between two contacting yams
and according to [1, 2] we assume that Zmin = 0.2. The function K (z ) has three
separate branches two of which are not real in any physical sense. Only that part of the
branch, which lies in interval z = [zmin : 1] is of interest. Two yams do not interact when
the value of z~ 1and yarns are assumed to be incompressible when K(z)-=-~"""O.2:-+00.
To approximate K(z) we pick out three intermediate points {zo,z"z2}={0.4,0.6,1}.
The following five types of approximation function K (z ) were tested and
implemented.
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~ Linear approximation.
Approximation function
_ {O ZE[OO,Zo]
K(z) = pI (z) Z E [zo'-oo]
where linear polynomial pI ( z) satisfies the following criteria:
{
p: (zo) = K(zo) .
P (Z2) =K(Z2)
~ Piece-wise linear approximation.
Approximation function
1
° Z E [00, Zo]
K(z)= ~I(Z) ZE[Zo,ZI]
~I (z) ZE [ZI'-OO]
where linear polynomials ~I (z) and ~ I (z) satisfies the following criteria:
1'.1 (zo) = K(zo)
1'.1 (ZI) = K(z,) = ~I (ZI)'
~ I (Z2) = K (Z2)
~ Quadratic polynomial approximation
Approximation function
where quadratic polynomial p2 (z) satisfies the following criteria:
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» Piece-wise quadratic polynomial approximation.
Approximation function
1
0 Z E [oo'Zo]
K(z)= ~2(Z) ze[zo,Zt]
~
2 (Z) Z e [z, ,-00 ]
where quadratic polynomials ~2 (z) and ~ 2 (z) satisfy the following criteria:
~2 (zo) = K(zo)
~2 ( Zt ) = K (Zt ) = ~ 2 ( Zt )
a~2"', ~ :1,." ~a~21~"
~
2
( Z2 ) = K (Z2 )
» Cubic spline approximation.
Approximation function
1
0 Z E [oo,zo]
K ( z ) = ~: (z) z e [zo' Zt ]
~ (z) Z E [z, , -00]
where cubic polynomials ~3 (z) and ~ 3 (z) satisfy the following criteria:
~3 (zo) = K (zo)
~3 ( Zt ) = K (Zt ) = ~ 3 ( Zt )
aKI a~3=- =-az Z=Z az
I Z::CZ1
a2K
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During testing calculations, it was found that the quadratic piece-wise approximation
is a trade-off among the above types of approximation functions. It provides good
approximation at points located far away from the singular value and prevents the
system from been collapsed when a high level of compression occurs. At the same
time, the quadratic piece-wise approximation function is mildly sloping enough to
provide method stability at high levels of deformation. The cubic spline approximation
gives approximation functions, which grows too fast near the singular point to provide
the method stability.
3.7 Convergence Improvement
3.7.1 Length Restriction Element
In some cases, the system was unstable when subjected to considerable load. The discussion of
the phenomena is presented. Toprovide a stable solution it wasproposed to restrict a
considerable difference of length redistribution in neighbouring nodepoints
Length redistribution in the finite-element is restricted only at the knot points, which
belong to sample edges where points are clamped and length redistribution is
prohibited. The influence of boundary conditions on length redistribution in the finite-
elements located far away from the edges of a sample is low. A system consisting of a
large number of finite-elements becomes unstable when subjected to relatively high
load. The mechanism of system instabilitycan be illustrated as follows.
We consider a deformed finite-element as shown in Figure 3.7, which is located
somewhere in the middle of the system. Each side of the finite element represents a
corresponding thread element. Co-ordinates of corresponding knot points
rOj +Vj Ij=ll:41 and length redistribution inlvia the points {sl, ,s2, }'=ll:41 determine the
current position of the thread elements. Displacement of knot points is restricted
additionally by height elements and diagonal elements, while length redistribution is
restricted implicitly by the boundary conditions where length redistribution is
prohibited. When a finite element is located far away from the clamped edge skewness
of length redistribution for some of sides can appear. Namely, when a sample is
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subjected to a relatively high load it appears that at some iteration co-ordinate
S22 »sI
3
; these leads to slow convergence, oscillation of the solution and, finally, to
method instability, when the load is high.
1
Figure 3.7 Deformed finite-element.
The values of length redistribution for the thread elements are independent co-
ordinates, however for small elements they should have one order of magnitude since it
is essential that stress field is smooth for the finite-element. To approach the problem
we introduce a new constituent element: 'length-restriction element" which constraints
additionally length redistribution skewness.
Potential energy II of the length-restriction element can be expressed as:
bs
II = JeL (bs)bs d bs
o
(3.9)
where bs = lsI; - s2 JI,{i,j} = {{1,2},{2,3},{3,4},{4,1}};
CL is the rigidity coefficient for the length-restriction element.
The length-restriction element should not influence the system behaviour when the
value of bs is small, i.e. the level of skewness is low. To provide this the following
expression for compression coefficient is assumed:
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c = COL
L ( )2
Zmin -Z
(3.10)
where Z = b%o (aO is initial length of thread element (2.20»;
Zmin = 0.6·;
COL = KO aO (KO is initialcompression rigidityof two yarns (2.28».
Substituting (3.10) into (3.9) and taking into account (3.2) it is possible to obtain the
rigidity matrix for the length-restriction element.
Potential energy in (3.9) could be considered as an additional penalty term for the
potential energy of thread element. Thus by adding term (3.9) to the expression for
potential energy (2~21)it is possible to obtain an improved thread element.
The length restriction element obtained according the above assumptions does not
significantly influence the behaviour of the system when it is subjected to relatively
low loads and provides method convergence at higher load where the calculation
without the length restriction element failed.
3.7.2 Influence of derivatives of the 'Thread element'
Taking into account the derivatives of yarn tensile rigidity leads to faster convergence of the
system.
The value of the potential energy of the thread element grows infinitely when the
denominator in the expression for relative deformation of the thread element (2.20)
approaches zero. The singularity order of the potential energy of the thread element is
equal to Sthr - COj ! dx -lnO(see equation (2.21», where const is some positive
o x
constant. The singularity order of the spiral element and the height element is equal to
corm 1
Sheigh - J -3 t;(X) dx - Yo2' where q(x) is some non-singular function on the
o x
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specified interval and 0 is infinitesimal(see relationship for the singular compression
coefficient (2.27) and expressions for the potential energy for the helix and height
elements (2.34), (2.29»).
Taking into account that the tensile rigidity is not a singular function (see Figure 2.13)
it was decided initially to neglect derivatives of the tensile rigidity in the rigidity
matrix of the thread element. Thus, it was assumed that term {KC} for the thread
element in (3.4) is negligibly small. It was thought that convergence of 'more' singular
elements requires a load step small enough to provide convergence of the thread
element without the term {Kc}. It was thought that this would save computational
effort. When singularity occurred due to the thread element, it would indicate that the
load step is too large.
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Figure 3.8 Method convergence with and without derivatives of yarn tensile rigidity.
Method convergence with (blue curve) and without (red curve) derivatives of the
thread element .
• Obtained from numerical experiment with the model (see CHAPTER 4)
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During test calculations, however, the system showed much better convergence in the
case where derivatives of tensile rigidity were taken into account. Thus, in Figure 3.8
displacement of the clamp is represented for two load steps (3.5) each consisted of 20
repeated iterations (3.6). The blue curve represents the system with derivatives of
tensile rigidity and red curve represents the system without derivatives of tensile
rigidity. Taking into account {KC} for the thread element improves the convergence of
system and finally saves computational effort as it allows termination of the iterations
much earlier.
3.7.3 Averaging of oscillated solution
Due to the self-correcting procedure (3.6) the solution of the system represents damped
oscillations Figure 3.8. To increase the damping factor we accept that after the first
iteration (3.6) for each load step (3.5) the current solution is an average of the current
and previous solutions. The new method is an improved self-correcting incremental
method (3.6). Averaging of oscillated solutions provides faster convergence and
decreases the time of calculations by approximately 20%.
3.8 Method Tolerance
The self-correcting procedure (3.6) is terminated when the norm of the solution
obtained on the previous iteration differ from that of current solution by (l+&) or less.
When the tolerance is achieved, several approval iterations are executed (default
number of approval iterations is equal to three).
The default value of the tolerance is &=10-4. It approximates to 0.01% relative error
at each iteration. So a high level of tolerance is required only for the more stable
numerical procedure and helps to avoid summing up errors. Decreasing the tolerance
causes method instability and in some cases even causes an increase in the calculation
time because of higher solution oscillation.
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In Figure 3.9 two solutions obtained at different value of tolerance (& = 10-4 and
& = 10-3) are represented. When the tolerance is not high enough, the system becomes
unstable and it is virtually impossible to obtain a solution at higher load when the
system approaches singular points.
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Figure 3.9 Solutions obtained with different method tolerance
green curve represents solution with e = 10-4, red curve represents solution with
e = 10-3•
3.9 Testing Examples
To illustrate the mechanical properties of the finite-element and outline possible fields
of application of the proposed model, a number of test examples were examined. All of
those samples considered here were based on average parameters of yarns and fabric.
They were constructed for the qualitative analysis of the model and values of input
parameters and loading conditions are not essential for further illustration.
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Firstly, we consider a system of two finite elements subjected to boundary conditions
and external load as shown in Figure 3.3 (a) (whole sample). The set of deformed
shapes of the two elements at equally spaced loads is represented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Extension of two consequently connected elements (extended in X
direction).
initial position of finite-element (blue curves), set of deformed shapes of finite-element
(red curves)
Having been subjected to external load, the system displays lateral contraction in the
direction transverse to the applied load. This qualitatively agrees with the phenomena
as observed experimentally. To obtain a more even approximation of the deformed
edge of the sample it needs to be subdivided into a greater number of finite elements.
The quarter sample subjected to load and boundary conditions as shown in Figure 3.3
(c) is represented in Figure 3.11. In this case, the whole sample is subdivided into 64 (8
by 8) finite elements. Because of the symmetry of the problem, it is possible to
consider deformation of a quarter of the sample. In the case with a higher number of
finite-elements, the model approximates the edges of the deformed sample more
smoothly. Lateral contraction of the sample is restricted by both yarn-to-yarn
compression and the clamped edge (left edge in Figure 3.11). The influence of the
boundary conditions decreases at points located further from the clamped edge and,
hence, a higher level of lateral contraction occurs there.
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initial position of finite-elements (blue curves), final deformed shape of finite-elements
(red curves).
It is possible to simulate behaviour of damaged samples, i.e. samples with holes and
cracks. We consider two samples with symmetric holes in the centre. To simulate a
hole in a sample the corresponding finite-elements were removed from the system as
shown in Figure 3.12 (b) and Figure 3.13 (b). Figure 3.12 (a) and Figure 3.13 (a) gives
the shapes of the quarter of the sample at initial and deformed states.
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3.10 Simulation of Extension of a Real Fabric
To verify the proposed model a number of real knitted samples were simulated. The
samples specification is represented in Table 4.3 (see also Table 4.1, Table 4.2). The
final shapes of extended samples are depicted in Figure A. I (c) - Figure A. 32 (c) in
Appendix C. The experimental data obtained (CHAPTER 4) are in line with the
theoretically predicted load-extension and load-contraction curves (Figure A. I (a, b) -
Figure A. 32 (a, bj). The blue curves represent the load-extension curves obtained in
experiment; green curves represent numerically simulated load-extension curves. The
green asterisks on theoretical load-extension curves represent the load step.
A typical example of the load-extension and contraction curves plus final shape of the
deformed sample is illustrated in Figure 3.14 (a, b, c); the sample shown (number 3)
has a course angle a = 15° (see Table 4.3, Table 4.2, Table 4.1 for details). The
relative contraction curve represents relative contraction of the narrowest part of the
sample.
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Figure 3.14 Sample number 3 (see Table 4.3).
(a)--load-extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
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CHAPTER 4. Experimental work
4.1 Introduction
The following aims of the experimental study were established:
1. to obtain mechanical properties of yams, i.e. tensile rigidity as a function of
yarn extension, bending rigidity coefficient, torsion rigidity coefficient, initial
compression rigidity coefficient;
2. to study tensile properties of knitted samples subjected to uni-axial load in
different directions.
Four types of textile yarns with different properties were used for the investigation
(Table 4.1).
Table 4.1
% Fibre Linear Yarn Diameter
Compo
density Iml* 10-3
IteLI
55%wool
YarnNI 25% acrylic 68.0 0.8
20% nylon
Yarn N2
50% acrylic 93.2 I
50% cotton
Yarn NJ I00% acrylic 35.7 0.8
Yarn N4 100% wool 22.8 0.38
Yarns properties table
Eleven different knitted fabrics (three rib 1+1and nine plain knitted) were produced
from yarns specified in Table 4.1 in the knitting laboratory of the Department of
Textile Design and Production of De Montfort University. Fabrics were different in
dimensional properties a and b (Figure 2.1). Fabrics properties are presented in Table
4.2.
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Table 4.2
Loop size in course Loop size in wale
Yarn Number Fabric Type direction (OX) direction (OY)
rml *10.3 [m] *10-3
Fabric NI YNI PLAIN 1.7(±0.01) 2AS( ± 0.02)
Fabric N2 YNI PLAIN 2.] 7( + 0.02) 3.SS( + 0.02)
Fabric N3 YNI RIB 1+1 4.17( +O.OS) 2.63( + 0.04)
Fabric N4 YN2 PLAIN 2.B( ± 0.03) 2.29( + 0.03)
Fabric N5 YN2 PLAIN 2.36( + 0.04) 3.49( + 0.02)
Fabric N6 YN2 PLAIN 2.S6(+ 0.0) 3.8S( + 0.03)
Fabric N7 YN2 RIB 1+1 4.76(± 0.09) 2.98( ± O.OS)
Fabric N8 YN3 PLAIN 1.7( + 0.08) 2.43( + 0.02)
Fabric N9 YN3 PLAIN 2.33( ± 0.04) 3.39( ± 0.03)
FabricNI0 3 RIB 1+1 4.6(+ 0.05) 3.13( + 0.04)
FabricNll 4 PLAIN 1.27( ± 0.03) 1.94( ± 0.03)
FabricN12 4 PLAIN 1.3S( ± 0.03) 2.2I( ± 0.02)
Fabric properties Table
For each type of fabric parameters Aim and Bkn were measured at least five times. An
average value and standard deviation (StD) were calculated. The values of fabric
dimensions are represented in Table 4.2 in the form: a = amean ± StD (a) .
To verify the numerical model proposed above 42 different samples were cut from
fabrics specified in Table 4.2. The samples cut from rib structure were tested. however
the results have not been included into the present work because the numerical model
for that structure had not been finished. Properties of the samples are listed in Table
4.3. All samples have a rectangle shape. Dimension of each of the samples is defined
as dimension of designed pattern, which was initially drawn on the fabric surface.
Having been cut out the samples changed their dimensions.The actual width of each of
the samples after it had been clamped' is represented in brackets in respective columns
in Table 4.3.
The samples and yarns were chosen to provide a range of knitted structures with
different properties. i.e. tightness of structure and yarn mechanicalproperties.
• Sample width in the narrowest part (see paragraph 4.5).
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Table 4.3
Fabric Length
Width Coarse Fabric
Number Direction
Number (X dir.)
(Y dlr.) angle Type
of layers of Force
[m1*10·1 (ml*10·1 in sample
Sample NI FN 1 7 6 (4.5) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N2 FNI 6 (5) 7 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 Y (X)
SampleN3 FN 1 9 6 (4.5) 15° PLAIN 2 X
SampleN4 FN 1 9 6 (5.5) 30° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N5 FN 1 9 6 (6) 45° PLAIN 2 X
SampleN6 FN 1 9 6 (5) 60° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N7 FN 1 9 6 (5.3) 75° PLAIN 2 X
SampleN8 FN 1 6 9 (5) 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 Y (X)
Sample N9 FN 1 9 6 3.8) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample NIO FN2 10 7 3.5) 0° PLAIN 2 X
SampleNll FN3 10 7 6.5) 0° RIB ]+1 ] X
Sample NU FN3 7 (7) 10 0° (90°) RIB 1+1 1 Y (X)
Sample NI3 FN4 10 7 (6.5) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N14 FN4 7 (5.5) 10 0°(90°) PLAIN 2 VeX)
Sample N14 FN4 10 7 (6.8) 30° PLAIN 2 X(a)
Sample N15 FN4 10 7 (6.9) 45° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N16 FN4 10 7 (7.1) 60° PLAIN 2 X
Sample NI7 FN 5 10 7 5.5) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N18 FN5 10 7 (5.9) 15° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N19 FN5 10 7 (6.5) 30° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N20 FN5 10 7 (6.4) 45° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N21 FN5 7 (5.5) 10 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 Y(X)
Sample N22 FN6 10 7 (5) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N23 FN6 10 7 (6) 60° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N24 FN6 10 7 (6) 75° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N25 FN6 7 (6.4) 10 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 VeX)
Sample N26 FN7 10 7 (6.5) 0° RIB 1+1 1 X
SampleN27 FN7 7 (6.5) 10 0° (90°) RIB 1+1 1 Y(X)
Sample N28 FN8 10 6 (4.8) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N29 FN8 10 6 (5.3) 15° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N30 FN8 10 6 (5.8) 30° PLAIN 2 X
SampleN31 FN8 10 6 (6) 45° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N32 FN8 10 6 (5) 75° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N33 FN8 6 (4.9) 10 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 Y(X)
Sample N34 FN9 10 7 (4.5) 0° PLAIN 2 X
SampleN35 FN9 10 7 (6.5) 45° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N36 FN9 7 (6) 10 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 VeX)
Sample N37 FNI0 10 7 6.6) 0° RIB 1+1 1 X
Sample N38 FN 10 7 (6.8) (0 0° (90°) RIB 1+1 1 v (X)
Sample N39 FNU 10 6 (3.6) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N40 FN 11 6 (3.7) ID 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 Y(X)
Sample N41 FN12 10 6 (3.8) 0° PLAIN 2 X
Sample N42 FN12 6 (3.4) 10 0° (90°) PLAIN 2 Y(X)
Samples properties table
A brief description of equipment and experimental rigs are represented below.
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4.2 Samples and Testing Equipment (Yarn Bending Rigidity
test)
Yarn bending rigidity measurements were carried out on KES-F Pure Bending Tester
(Kawabata 1980) under standard atmospheric conditions and according to the
instruction manual. This equipment was originally intended for use with woven fabrics
and the method used was adapted for yarns.
1
4
Figure 4.1 A schematic illustration of a sample/or the bending tester.
1- the base of the sample (made from thin card);
2 -multiple samples of yarn (20 to 70 strands);
3 - sticky tape (used to attach yarn to the base of the sample);
4 - an approximate interval to cut out after the samples were mounted into the jaws of
the tester.
Two samples consisting of20-70 yarns for each type of yarn were prepared (see Figure
4.1) and tested.
The values obtained for the bending rigidity of the yarns are shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4
YarnNI
Bending Rigidity
[N*m2 1*10.8
Yarn N2
3.6
2.1
Yarn N3 4.2
Yarn N4 1.4
Bending rigidity coefficient for the tested yarns (see Table 4.1)
4.3 Samples and Testing Equipment (Yarn Torsion Rigidity
test)
Yarn torsion rigidity measurements were carried out on an experimental rig [75] under
standard atmospheric conditions.
The special experimental rig developed [75] are based on the torsion balance technique
[76, 77]. The schematic illustration of the equipment is depicted ([75]) inFigure 4.2.
11
Figure 4.2 Experimental rig to study yarn twisting
1 - support; 2 - upper clamp; 3 - lower clamp; 4 - Beam; 5 - sample; 6 -
torquemeter; 7 - shorteningmeter; 8 - weight to tension the yarn; 9 -vibrodevice; 10-
stepper motor; 11 - PC to control yarn twisting; 12 - digital board to control stepper
motor; 13- CCD camera to register the yarn strain state.
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The experimental sample 5 in Figure 4.2 is fixed in clamps 2 and 3. The maximum
gauge length in standard rig set is 200 [mm}. The gauge length used for the testing was
100 {mm}. The weight 8 is mounted to the lower end of the sample 3 to provide the
desirable tension of the sample. The upper clamp 2 is connected to the axis of the
stepper motor 10. The stepper motor is controlled by the PC 11. It is possible to choose
the direction of twisting. The torsion rigidity was measured in both directions. An
average value was adopted for further calculations. The values of initial torsion rigidity
are represented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Yarn NI 1.4
Torsion Rigidity
IN*m2 1*10-8
Yarn NZ 1.1
Yarn N3 2.7
Yarn N4 0.7
Torsion rigidity coefficient for the tested yarns (see Table 4.1).
4.4 Samples and Testing Equipment (Yarn Tensile Rigidity
test)
Load-extension measurements of yarns were carried out under axial loading conditions
on 2 samples for each type of yarn represented in Table 4.1 at gauge length 10 {em}.
All samples were tested at extension rate 50 {mm/mini on an Instron Tensile Testing
machine under standard atmospheric conditions. For the yarns number 1, 2, 3 each
specimen consisted of two simultaneously tested yarns; for the yarn number 4 each
specimen consisted of four simultaneously tested yarns. The load-extension curves for
tested yarns are represented in Figure 4.3 (a. b, c, d).
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Experimental load-extension curves for the tested yarns (see Table 4.1).
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4.5 Samples and Testing Equipment (Fabric Tensile Test)
Load-extension measurements of fabric were carried out under urn-axial loading
conditions on 37 rectangular samples. Samples were cut from fabrics specified in Table
4.2; the longer side of the sample makes a different angle with course directions
(course angle). Course angle attains values from 0° to 90° degree in 15° increment.
Sample properties are represented in Table 4.3.
All samples were tested at an extension rate 50 [mm/minJ on an Instron Tensile Testing
machine under standard atmospheric conditions.
The load-extension curves obtained are shown in Appendix C (Figure A. I (a) - Figure
A. 32 (a». Blue curves represent data obtained from the Instron test; green curves
represent the numerically simulated curve for the respective samples.
Contraction of each of the samples was measured during the loading process at the
narrowest part of the sample. The precision of this measurement is low and taking into
account sample curling it is useless to compare the experimental value of the sample
contraction with that obtained from the numerical model. Thus. having been cut. the
sample changes its lateral dimension in comparison to that of the initially drawn
pattern by up to two times (Table 4.3). To compare experimental and theoretical results
a relative contraction (relative to the initial width of the clamped sample before loading
for experiment and to the designed width of the sample pattern for the theoretical
model) was calculated. The relative contraction curves are represented in Appendix C
(Figure A. I(b) - Figure A. 32 (bj). Blue curves represent data obtained from
experiments; green curves represent numerically simulated curves for the respective
samples.
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4.6 Initial Yarn Compression Rigidify
The value of initial yarn compression rigidity (coefficient KO in equation (3.8) or
(2.28)) is estimated as KO= 15000 [N m/m] for all of tested yarns. During testing
calculations, it was found that the model is not too sensitive to the value of initial
compression rigidity and hence the specified value of initial compression coefficient
was adopted. When fabric is subjected to an extension load, the current value of
compression rigidity increases very fast due to fast decrease of the denominator in
equation (2.28). This leads to the low influence of the initial value of the current
compression rigidity K.
The experimental routine for evaluation of the initial compression rigidity KO IS
described elsewhere in [1, 2].
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CHAPTER 5. Comparison and Discussion
5.1 Comparison of Experimental Data with Numerical
Calculated Data
The work presented here is concentrated on the development of a physical-
mathematical model of a knitted structure under tension with the main emphasis made
on theoretical and numerical formulation of the problem and application to the plain
knitted structure subjected to uni-axial extension. The experimental investigation
presented here is not comprehensive enough to make a quantitative analysis of the
model. Thus. it is not correct to state that the model proposed predicts the behaviour of
any knitted structure. For this level of analysis of the model, many more of different
structures should be covered by experimental investigation. Moreover, each of the
samples should be tested several times· to evaluate the data confidence interval. For
the quantitative analysis and comparison of the numerical model with the experimental
data, it is particularly important to evaluate model sensitivity to the input data
variation, which in tum appears due to the tolerance of the evaluation of the input data;
that will give a confidence interval of the model response due to variation of input
parameters. For the quantitative analysis of the model. it is necessary to compare the
confidence intervals of experimental data with that of the model. Although some
quantitative conclusions are made below. further analysis remains of a qualitative
nature.
The uni-axial tensile test is used for the evaluation of the important parameters of
fabrics. It is normally assumed that a tested sample is long enough to minimize the
influence of the boundary conditions (clamps). In the case of woven fabric, which has
much more stable structure in comparison with plain knit. it is possible to test a long
sample with length-to-width ratio say up to six. The plain knit sample of that
dimension is very unstable due to curling of the sample edges; thus, it is necessary to
test a shorter sample, which increases the influence of the boundary conditions. It is
• Due 10 residual strains it is probably not correct to test the same sample several times, on the other
hand a similar sample will inevitably differ from the origin in it's properties.
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therefore more correct to study plain knit behaviour when all edges of the sample are
restricted with some boundary conditions, which could be a bi-axial extension test for
instance.
The model proposed gives a much more stable solution when the fabric is subjected to
tensile force in both directions. When only the axial load is acting, each of the finite
elements tends to extend in the direction parallel to the applied force and contract in
the transverse direction. The yarn-to-yarn compression is the only factor restricting the
finite element from collapsing. The yarn-to-yarn compression rigidity increases very
fast when the yarns (sides of the finite-element) approach each other; that in tum leads
to an unstable response of the system (Figure 3.5). In the case ofbi-axial extension of
the sample, each of the finite elements would be subjected to extension in both
directions, and the system will give a much more stable response in this case. It should
be noted that uni-axial extension of the plain knit, when some of the sample edges are
free from any constraints, is probably the most complicated problem as oppose to the
situation where all of the sample's edges are restricted by some boundary conditions.
A comparison of the experimental data with that obtained numerically yields the
conclusion that the model satisfactorily describes the behaviour of the plain knit
subjected to uni-axial load. An appreciable discrepancy between theory and experiment
still exists; especially at higher extensions but the general shape of the theoretically
predicted curves agrees well with that of the experimentally obtained curves.
The numerically predicted shape of the extended samples qualitatively agrees with that
observed in the experiment (Figure A. l(c) - Figure A. 32 (cj). Thus, the narrowest
part of the sample is located in the middle, and there is an interval in the middle of the
sample where width remains virtually the same. Approaching the clamps, the sample
width increases rapidly and reaches the value of the initial sample width at the clamped
edges.
When the plain knit sample was subjected to high loads, slippage of yarn from the
clamps occurred. The process normally begins at the outermost points of the clamp.
That could be attributed to stress concentration at these locations. The theoretically
predicted distribution of axial force acting in yarns in extended samples is illustrated
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by colour gradation of axial force (from blue to red) in Figure A. I(c) - Figure A. 32
(c). It is seen that the maximum load is exerted near the end of the clamped edge which
is qualitatively agrees with what happened in reality.
The evaluation of the simulated sample contraction during loading also agrees
qualitatively with that obtained experimentally. The value of the sample contraction in
the narrowest part (see for example Figure 3.14 (b) relative to the initial sample width
is represented in Figure A. l(b) - Figure A. 32 (b). The sample width reduces rapidly
during the initial stages of loading and tends to some constant value at higher loads.
Predicted and experimental load-extension curves are represented in Figure A. l(a) -
Figure A. 32 (a). In the worst case, which is the case of the sample number 14
represented in Figure A. 11(a, b, c), the discrepancy between the predicted and
experimental elongation is equal to .1= lO[mm]at load 20 [NJ, while the initial sample
length t; = 100[mm] and the final length of the sample (from experiment), at load 20
[NJ, L, = lI5[mm]. Thus, the maximum value of the relative value of the discrepancy
.1 - .1over all tested samples can be estimated as eps = n> ~ 0.1 , or as eps = - ~ 0.087 .
u, Ls
5.2 Further extension of the Model
5.2.1 Transformation from 20 to 3D Deformation
Although the problem of fabric extension in plane is considered the model is not
restricted by 2D. Extension of the model to 3D requires complicated routine work for
implementation of the model, however the idea is quite simple.
To consider an out of plane deformation it is necessary to obtain a corresponding
rigidity matrix of the system, which incorporates an additional block with regards to
additional co-ordinate Z (four additional degrees of freedom Z, (i = 1: 4) one for each
of the knot points of the finite-element). The essential improvements of the constitutive
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elements (see section 2.3), required for the model extension from 2D to 3D are
outlined below.
» Thread constitutive element
To obtain the potential energy with respect to the additional co-ordinate it is enough to
keep variable z. and Z2 in equation (2.26). The rigidity matrix for 3D thread element
can be obtained then according to equation (3.2) or (3.3).
» Helix constitutive element
The potential energy of the helix element is independent of its geometrical position and
an external load only exerts work on length re-distribution co-ordinates, which are
scalars. Thus, it is possible to use the helix element for the 3D without any changes.
» Height constitutive element
The height and side elements were introduced to describe the unit cell/finite-element
resistance to compression. The physical sense of those elements is to simulate yarn-to-
yarn interaction in the deformed fabric. It was assumed that compressibility of the
plain knit is determined by the mutual interaction/compression of the opposite sides of
the unit cell/finite-element. That implies that interaction of the others yarns except the
neighbour is not taken into account. That is a reasonable assumption for the in plane
deformation of the flat sample when the out-of-plane deflection Z is prohibited.
Considering the general 3D deformation of a fabric, it is probably not correct to keep
the same assumption as that made for the 2D deformation because any two or more
yarns could interact due to possible shape of fabric surface in the deformed state. To
approach the general 3D problem it is necessary to define some effective
characteristics of the measure of the deformed fabric state. That can be for example a
volume VJ of some figure circumscribed over the fabric surface. The potential energy
of the system in this case can be written in a general form as:
0= 0J)'slem(q) +n, (VJ )
where Il is the total potential energy of a system;
Il;(VJ) is the potential energy of yarn- to-yarn interaction as a function of the
introduced volume;
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TIsystem (~) is the potential energy of the systemas a function of the virtual co-
ordinate vector q.
The volume Vf can be considered as an independent parameter which constraints
deformation of the whole system. To obtain a corresponding rigidity matrix it is then
enough to calculate only one derivative: ailv. Although an implementation of thisaVf
approach is very simple, it is very hard to write a reasonable expression for the
function Il; (Vf). Moreover, the term Il; (Vf) gives an integral constraint of the
sample compression and do not provide a reasonable shape of deformed fabric. Thus,
self-intersections of the deformed surface of the fabricmay occur during deformation.
Another way to approach the problem is to consider all possible yarn-to-yam
interactions in a deformed fabric. It is worth stating that this kind of approach is very
complicated. Taking into account that at each step of fabric deformation it is necessary
to take control of all possible contacts of 3D yarns in 3D, makes the problem virtually
irresolvable.
Despite the above arguments, there is a wide range of 3D problems which can be
tackled by the model. For example, the problem of deflection of the initially flat
sample with all clamped edges subjected to located or dislocated force F acting
orthogonal to the initial fabric surface direction as shown in Figure 5.1. In this case, it
is possible to accept the assumptions, which were used for the 2D problem. To extend
the height or side elements to 3D it is necessary to include Z-components in the
expression for the side length (variable a in equation (2.27» or define a similar to Hi.)
(equation (2.29» height parameter for a 3D quadrilateral unit cell. The height
parameter, for example could be defined as the height of a projection of the 3D unit
cell onto some mean plane'll. It is possible to assume for example that '¥ minimise
the following sum:
where R~ is a distance from the knot point i ofthe unit cell to the plane '¥ .
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Figure 5.1 Deflection of the initially flat sample with all clamped edges subjected to
located or dislocated force F acting in orthogonal to the initial fabric surface
direction.
~ Diagonal element.
The diagonal element, introduced in section 3.5 is used to provide a definable rigidity
matrix for the system. To obtain a definable rigidity matrix for the 3D deformation of
the unit cell it is possible to consider the same diagonal element, which connects the
vertexes Dl and D3 of the imaginary prism as shown in Figure 5.2. The diagonal
element for the 2D deformation connects knot point 1 and 3 of the unit cell. The height
of the imaginary prism T can be considered as a thickness of the fabric.
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D1
Figure 5.2 The diagonal element in the 3D.
The diagonal element used for the 2D deformation represents the initial shear rigidity
of the unit cell. The introduced 3D diagonal element simulates both the shear rigidity
and bending rigidity of the unit cell.
5.2.2 1+1 Rib Fabric
The typical example of the 3D yarn path in 1+1 rib structure is represented in Figure
5.3 (a). Although the structure of 1+1 rib differs form that of the plain knit fabric, it is
probably possible to use virtually the same approach to study deformation of the 1+1
rib fabric. The unit cells for 1+1 rib structure can be defined as shown in Figure 5.3
(b). Defined in this way the unit cell forms a 3D profile which is determined by the
fabric thickness and fabric dimensions Arib and Brib which are similar to that of the
plain knit fabric shown in Figure 2.1 (a, b).
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Figure 5.3 (a, b). The 1+1 rib fabric.
typical example of the yarn path - (a);
schematic illustration of the unit cells (grey quadrilaterals) - (b);
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4 Deformation of unit cells for 1+1 rib fabric.
initial position - (a); deformed state - (b).
Deformation of the unit cells subjected to external force F is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
When external force F is small deformation of the structure is determined by mutual
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rotation of the unit cells in the 3D. While cells tend to straighten at higher load, the
system becomes very similar to that of the plain knit. It is possible to subdivide the
deformation into two phases (subdivision is similar to that shown in Figure 2.11):
1. straightening (due to mutual rotation of unit cells);
2. tension (due to deformation of unit cells).
When the external load is high enough (second phase), it is possible to use the same
unit cell as that used for the plain knit·.
The yam bending rigidity constraints the mutual rotation of unit cells at the first phase
of deformation. To approach the problem it is possible to define some segment of yam,
which is responsible for cell resistance to 3D rotation.
5.2.3 Recommendations for Further Work
Although the model proposed describes fabric mechanical properties it should be noted
that a large amount of work yet should be done. Namely, the simplest model of yarn
extension is used for the present model of fabric, which does not take into account a
time dependent properties of yarn tensile rigidity. Formally, it is enough to replace the
effective rigidity modulus (DE in equation (2.19)) with an appropriate time dependent
function and adjust the load step (iteration, see equation (3.5)) with the time intervals.
However, the implementation of that improvement does not seem to be very easy.
In extended fabric, high forces acts at yam surface in zones of mutual yarn contact.
That makes it necessary to consider a time dependent properties of compression
rigidity modulus. Assuming some time dependent function for the compression rigidity
coefficient (K (z ) in equation (2.28)) it is possible to implement an algorithm, which
takes into account time dependent properties of compression.
• The properties of the unit cell for rib structure will differ considerably from that of the plain knit due to
different geometric properties of constitutive elements.
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The algorithm itself requires some improvements. Thus, in reality having been
subjected to considerable extension fabric does not assume any further significant
contraction. It is probably reasonable to introduce a locking of the finite-element.
When compression exceeds some pre-determined limit, it is possible to restrict further
contraction. However developing the locking criteria requires an additional analysis to
be made. The implementationoflockable finite-elementis also not obvious.
5.3 Conclusions
1. To define initial dimensional properties of the plain knitted fabric from its
known dimensions and yarn properties a geometrical approach was developed
and implemented. With the aid of the developed algorithm and software, it is
possible to define important characteristics of fabric for the subsequent use as
input parameters for the theoretical model.
2. An experimental investigation of fabric extension was carried out. Yarn
mechanical properties were obtained in experiment.
3. The model of the static extension of the plain knit fabric was developed,
implemented and tested. The results show that the model describes adequately
the real phenomena. Although an appreciable discrepancy between theory and
experiment still exists, especially at higher extensions the general shape of the
theoretically predicted curves agrees weD with that of the experimentally
obtained curves.
4. Complex software for computer modelling and visualisation of plain knitted
fabric deformation was developed. This software allows simulation of in plane
extension of an arbitrary fabric sample under various loading conditions. An
appropriate format of input data was developed; a suitable graphic user
interface is provided.
5. Possible application of the model to more complex problems (i.e. studying of
different knitted structures, 3D deformation offabric) is outlined.
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Appendix A. Overview of Software Development
The model calculation module was developed using MATLAB. The module is a set of
scripts. It allows
1. to input initial model data
2. to simulate extension of the specified sample
3. to display/recalculate calculated/saved data.
The program provides the operator with the user interface to specify input files and
control calculation processes.
The program flowchart is represented at the end of Appendix A. Blue blocks represent
the processes, which are implied implementation of a complex algorithm. The
description of the processes is tabulated below.
Process
Main FunctionsDescription
Calculate rigidity matrixes and load vector for each of
constitutive elements - CEM - (section 2.3).
Arrange the CEMs to form rigidity matrix of the finite-element
-FEM - (Figure 2.19) .
system _matrix _nonl_l.m
system_matrix_nonl_l.m
. ,
, ."
. . ,~ , ' ~~'~:"
Arrange the FEMs to form rigidity matrix of the whole system system_matrix _nonl_1.m
ini_ Clamp.m
ini bounda Link.mDefine the boundary conditions
Solve the system of governing equations (3.2) iteratively at
increasing load steps ( uations (3.5) and (3.6)).
Process saved/calculated data.
Define initial co-ordinates of each finite-element
Define axial force for each side of each finite-element.
Define the colour for visualisation of axial force distribution.
Plot shape of the sample in deformed and initial states.
Plot load-extension curve.
main fabric.m
post_processor _fabric.m
, ;II,-:_'
, ' , ,I .' .
'f' .' •• ..
.. 1''; .j ~ ','" 1
Read the specified file with experimental data (ASCII file.
format)
Hold the experimental load-extension curve on the theoretical
curve.
Calculate 3D path of the loop.
Define contact and free zones of the loop.
Plot the yarn ath in the 3D (Fi e 2.2).
post_processor _fabric.m
calculate _loop _geometry.m
draw_loop.m
Define load-extension curve for pre-bent yam from known
geometry of free zones (Figure 2.2) and load-extension curves
of straight yarn obtained from yam testing (Figure 4.3).
calculate_tension _ fast.m
calculate_tension.m
geometry_rod _2d_fabric.m
processor_rod_2d_fabric.m
post _j)rocessor _rod _2d_fabric. J
ri mx rod 2d fabric.m
.... \'.'
pI, .,. ~~.
~L' .: " \~ .)
,J s:: "'.:.t ~." "i'
Divide the specified rectangular area into rectangular finite-
elements.
Plot the mesh (Figure 3.2).
Process and save the s ecified clam oints.
form mesh.m
The format of input data files was developed to input the model initial data. The list of
file types and data format description are represented below.
~ Fabric properties file
Format: ASCII file.
Extension: *.model.
Example:
1 Falnic dimension :\.: and Y dircction : [mil
x si/c: I I.7 1'1 c·,':
Y size: I 2,-I~ 1*1c'·1:
2. Yam Diumctcrr huj )
I) yam' I] 1·]e.,1:
3. J .cngth ofthe l()or' Iml) "I..'t Cl 1;,1' '_::Sllll1:tth'll tT-1)1l1 \ ..,i/~ .md \ \1/1..'
13]) loop 112,1S21'le'·,1:
4. Jamming cocffisicnt Hr, de:-: sl/e _O- 11\) jumnung. \ aluc 10. 11
jamm: III:
5, Fabric t\PC i [plane] or [rib] I
fabric tvpc: I plane I:
(" Plot loop form - \ '\
~..
S F. \IlR IC PR ( )PI.I~ TIIS "II I end S ""I,) not ch"n",' thi- string" r t "
The values in square brackets should be specified by user.
~ Yarn properties file
Format: ASCII file.
Extension: *.model.
Example:
S Y,\R:\ PROPIRTII'S ll l.l.ibcein S ",,,I,, not change this string'"''''
I. Yam Iknding Rlgldit, I I"'Ill 211
I02e-X ,,'kO:
2, Yam Tensile R igllht\ I', We'e' ! I'\ I, and' )"pLte'c'ment Ilmil
FnfL'I.:
Force I 0 Ihn i) .1.1'" 1 .\.l2.l'()2()1 (,711-1 2XX<")1 11(,2·12 12.
Displacement:
Displ: II 2.1 -1 <, 10 2i) 1'lc-,1:
1,Lc'nto'!h of Tc'''e'd S:tlnplc !Jill II
r. sample: I 0 I 1'1.
4, Yam initial (',nnprc'ssipn Rigidit\ IJ:\"
Kompro: I 1."(JOt) I:
5. Yam Diameter (1\11'
J) varn II 1*lc-.1:
(, Plot Te'nS! Ie Cur, c<' - Y '\
\ :
SY.\R'\ PR()I'I·.RTII.S 1'1I1.cnd ... ""d')'h)te'han~cth"strin!~""'"
The values in square brackets should be specified by user.
2
~ Sample dimensions and mesh properties file
Format: text document.
Extension: *.mesh.
Example:
I. Sample dimcnsior, Iml
.\ direction 1 (j.O":' 1'1.
Y,hrcdH'n: 1 () 0(, 1'1.
2. Desirable number ()11(\I)p" m I.,.'J,..'I11o.:l1t (\:)~\)
" 1·12 1'1 .
.1, Coarse angl..'l·
alfa: 1 () 1'1.
S \ ILSII PIH lPlRTIIS 1·11I. "Illi S ""d" not ~han",,' thi-, >trln",""'"
The values in square brackets should be specified by user.
The above files can be prepared either before calculation from external text editor
program or during calculations. According to specified data files, a report file is
generated, which contains all input data and links to respective files where calculated
data are stored.
To start the program it is necessary to type 'main Jabric(,calc T in Matlab conunand
window and then follow the dialog interface.
3
main_fabric('calc')
CancelCreate
CancelCreate
4
Cancel
Imput the numbers of clamped points
Save
.:_- ... calculated
data
5
Appendix B
1. 'Helix' Element
Potential energy of helix element can be written in the form:
0+00 1>+1>0
Dab = Do + Db = J LH K~ ada+tp J LH K~ bdb
00 4;,
where ao +a is a current helix radius;
bo +b is a current helix pitch;
rp = J[ is azimuth angle of helix
LH = rpJ( ao + a)2 + (bo + b)2 is helix arc length;
(l-z . )3
K~ = KO mm 3' is yarn compression rigidity coefficient where in turn
Z(Z-Zmin)
(ao + a) (bo+ b)
Z= and zmin =0.2.
ao bo
(0.1)
It is assumed hat terms Il, and Db in (0.1) are independent. That makes it possible to
express rigidity matrix Kab and Rab (equation (3.2» as:
{R }= { LH K~ a }ab L KC brp H H
o(L KC)
H H L KC--'--_..:....a + H Hoa o (0.2)
o
SUbstituting the expression for arc length LII = LH (a,b) and compression coefficient
K~ =K~ (a,b) into (0.2) it is not difficult to obtain expression for vector {Rah} and
matrix {Kab} as function of virtual co-ordinates a and b.
The rigidity matrix Klink and vector Rlink due to constraint equation link = 0 (see
equation (2.35» is represented below.
6
RIGIDITY MATRIXand ini - VECTORof LOADfor SPIRALELEMENT
( LINK, non - LINEAR)
link = 2* (sl + s2)
PoU = link * ).
+lP* (-V(aO+a)2+ (bO+b)2 - a02+b02);
Klink =
0 0 0 2 0
0
(a+aO)2 A tp AlP (a+aO) (b+bO) AlP (a+aO) IP 0- Lh~ +- - Lh3Lh Lh
0 - (a+aO) (b+bO) AlP - (b+bO)2 AlP Alp (b+bO) Ip 0Lh3 Lh3 + Lh Lh
2 (a+aO) Ip
(b. bO) IP 0 2
Lh Lh
0 0 0 2 0
R1ink =
2),
(a+aO) Alp
Lh
(b+bO) .A Ip
Lh
2 (sl + s2) + (Lh - LhO) lP
2),
Lh -v (aO + a) 2 + (bO + b) 2
LhO va02 + b02
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%v
Sequence of variables :
{1; 2 ; 3 ; 4; 5} -+ { sl ; a ; b ; ). ; s2}
It is possible to consider a simplified expression for the constrain equation link = 0 .
The rigidity matrix and load vector can be written as follows.
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RIGIDITY MATRIX and ini - VECTORof LOADfor SPIRAL ELEMENT
( LINK, LINEAR)
link= 2* (51+s2) +cp* (-V{aO+a}2+ (bO+b)2 --va02+b02) 1:$
2* (sl+s2) + cP* "a ((-V(aO+a)2+ (bO+b)2 - a02+b02)} t.a+
cP * ob ((-V (aO + a}2 + (bO + b)2 - -Va02 +b02)) Ab
PotA 1:$ link * .A
lUink =
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0
". (a +&0) 0
Lh
0 0 0
".{b+bO) 0
Lh
2 'P. (a +aO) ,,* ~b +bO) 0 2Lh Lh
0 0 0 2 0
Rlink =
[ Lh [ -v (aO + a) 2 + (bO + b) 2 I
~*%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%v
Sequence of variables :
{1; 2 ; 3 ; 4; 5} -+ { sl ; a; b; .A; s2}
8
Finally, rigidity matrix {KHe1ix land load vector {RHe,iX} can be obtained as:
o 0 0 0 0
0 Ka 0 0 0
{KHe1ix} = 0 0 Kb 0 0 +{Klink}
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0
Ra
{RHe,i.t }= Rb + {RUnk}
0
0
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2. 'Thread' Element
RIGIDITY MATRIXFOR , THREAD' ELEMENT
(Plus Tensi.on Deri.vati.ves)
Seq1.leD:Jeofvar.iables: {uXl, uYl, s1, s2, uX2, uY2} as. (s1+ 52)
la - (aO + as) as a 1IT = C aD (da-d(aO)) = C Qa[a, as]da+Qas [a,A->B + as + as A->B
C (J~Qa[a, 0] d a+ las Qas[a, as] das) = C (Las Qas[aO, as] das. J~Qa[a, as] da)
as] das =
Qa= a- (aO.as) (l-~)
aD. as aO.as
"Qa -2aaO.ari.aOas
" as (aD. as)3
(
aaD-acf-aoas)
Ra= (aO. as}2
a- (aO. as) aOaQas = __ -,-- __ _c_ _
aD.as (aO.as}2
" Qas => IT = IT[B] - IT [A]"a
Rag = (_a2 aO + aari + aaOas )
(aO + as}3
RK[ i, j] "Ch "Q;i n [ {<Jlc}] = "ChC[ {<Jlc} 1 * Rj [ {<Jlc} ] = "Cl {<Jlc} 1 Rj [ {<Jlc} 1 + C "Rj [ {<Jlc} 1"<Jlc "<Jlc
RK_lin. I<K_ncnl;
------------------------------------
--------------------------------
K_lin= __ c__ *
(aO. as)
E)c ..odKd! - GIl: - GIl: E)c aOdKd!a3 (aD+as) ----;3 a (..0.88)2 a (aD+as)2 - a3 (80+as) - ----;3
..odKd! E\' - Q./ - Q./ ..odKd! Fy---aJ a3 (aa.as) a (.o.as)2 a (aa.88)2 - ----;3 - a3 (80+as)
- Go< - ~ Ks Ks GIl: ~a (aD.88)2 a (aD+as)2 (aa.88)3 (aD+as)3 a (00+88)2 a (oO+as)2
Go< Q./ Ks Ks Gx Q./- a (80+as)2 - a (oO+as)2 (aD+88)3 (aD+88)3 a (ae.88)2 a (aD+as)2
Dc aDdKd! Got Got Fx aDdKd!
- a3 (aa.88) - ----;3 a (ae.88)2 a (aa.as)2 a3 (aa.as) ----;3
..odKd! E\' Q./ ~ aDdXd! E\'-~ - a3 (all+as) a (ae.as)2 a (80+as)2 ~ a3 (aG.as)
Ks ( aO (3a2_ 2a (aO. as» }
EX ( aO (al _a2 (aO. as) • (aD +as) cft!) }
Fy ( aO (al _a2 (aO. as). (aD. as) dt2) }
Gilt (aD (-2a. aO. as) dX}
Grj
1--._--- ---- - --- -- --.-----
(aD (-2a. aO. as) dY}
dX (-uXl. uX2 - xOl. x02)
dY (-uYl. uY2 - yOl. y02)
aO ....;«x02 _ xOl)2. (y02 _ yOl)2}
a ....;(-uXl. uX2 _xOl. x02}2. (-uYl. uY2 - yOl. y02)2
as (al. s2) III
10
INITIAL LOAD VECTOR FOR DEFORMED STATE & MATRIX non - LINEAR COMPONENT
(ELEMENT THREAD)
<>as a
K ncrll. =
oC--.oepe _ "- dXRl _ "- dlrRl ~ Bas
c)as a ~ a "as
_ dXdlrRl D_ dlr2 Rl D_ df_ "- ~ "- dXdfRl D_ cft2Rl
L__--=Da~~~~~-~-_~~_-_Da~_~~~_L_~Da~_=a_ _L~D=a_~a~_L~Da=-~~~~~-_-_l_-=Da~
Rful = c.
_dX.Ra
a
-~.Ra
a
1• Ras
1. Ras
dX.Ra
a
dY.Ra
a
~ _1_
Da aD.""
~ a
DaB
- (aO+aa)2
Ra
aaO-..02-IiJ""
(00+",,)2
Ras
_52IiJ.aafiZ.aaDaa
(aO._)3
dX (_uXl • uX2 -lC01 • lC02)
dY (-uYl. ~-y01. y02)
aD "" «x02 _ lC01)2. (y02 _ y01) 2)
a "" (-uXl. uX2 -lC01. x(2)2. (-uYl.. ~ - y01. y02)2
as (sl+ s2) III
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3. Length Restricted' Element
Rigidity , THREAD' Element
Rigidi ty Matrix and LoadVector (length restriction)
Pot = SabSKc * (bs) dbs;
bs = (s 1 - s2) ;
1
CL = COl * b ) 2 ;
(~ - 0.6aO
Rbs = CL*bs;
Rbs= (~) =Kc.b. (ta),
KK= ( O[Rsl, sl] O[Rsl, S2~ ) =Kc (\ _11\ -11\)
o [Rs2 , sl] 0 [Rs2 , s2
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4. 'Side' Element
Rigidity' Side' for CELLElement
Rigidi ty Matrix andLoadvector
aa
Ri. = aqin = K (a- aO) -; Ra", K* (a- aO) ;
aq;.
Ko.,j = aq.F,;_= K~ (a-ao>~} .. aK ~ (a-aD) ~)
J aqy aq;. } ea "qr aq;. }
~= K* (a-aD) ;
I<4.,j .. m,j
aa
(1- 0.2)3D'yarn (4a- 0.2 Dyu.,)
= - Z_a:nt. ~ * -----=-------
ail (a- 0.2 Oyun).
(1- 0.2)3
K ~ Z_<XIlt* 110 -------_a_ (_a__ 0.2)3
Dyun Dyun
aK
fX aDdKdY -fX -aDdKdY
aDdXdY f'! -aDdKdY -fi
-fX -aOdXc:fl fX 8OdKc:fl
-aDdKc:fl -f'! aDdKc:fl fY
j;
aK 1 (RN= - (a-aD) * - *
aa al-
cJXl dKc:fl -cJXl -dKdY
dKc:fl dfl -dKdY -dfl
-cJXl -dXdY cJXl dKdY
-dXc:fl -dfl c1Xc:fl dfl
_(a_aO)dXj
-(a-aO)c:fl ;
(a- aD) dX
(a- aD) c:fl
fX (a3 - a2 80+ aOdICl)
fY (a3 - a2 aO+aOc:Jtl)
dX (- uXl + uX2 - lID1 + x(2)
dY (- un + \fL2 - y01 + y02)
aD ...J «x02 - x(1) 2 + (y02 - yOl) 2)
a ...J (_uX1+uX2-x01 .. x02)2 .. (_un+uY2-y01 .. y02)2
13
5. 'Height' Element
Rigidity , Height - FULL' for CELLElerrent
R:i.gj.di.ty Matrix and load Vector
n = f~c (h- aO) dh
oh
Ri = oCJio = C (h- aO) -; Ra= C* (h- aO) ;
oCh
o ( oh ) ec oh ( oh )
Iat.i.,j = oCljRi = C - (h- aO) - + - - (h- aO) - =
0<11 0 Ch oh 0<J] 0 Ch
o C (h- aO) * (Oh Oh) + C* (Oh Oh) + C (h- aO) * ( c3
2
h ) =
oh c3<11 oCh 0<11 oCh 0<J] 0 Ch
( :~ (h - aO) + C) * IQ. + C (h - aO) * ~
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+ +
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+ +
+ +
+ +
~
"o•
--I IBB
+ +aB
I I
~~
+ +
8. 'Diagonal' Element
Rigidity matrix for diagonal element is the same as for side element Appendix B.4.
7. Contribution of Internal Couples on Fabric Behaviour
To estimate the possible contribution of couples on fabric extension behaviour we
consider a segment of loop as a circular arc of radius R and central angle a. The
initial curvature of the arc can be expressed as 1'0 = YR. The maximum moment
occurred when the arc is straightened and, hence current curvature l' = O. The
potential energy of straightened arc could be expressed as:
n= ~BI.11'la (0.3)
where B is the bending rigidity of yarn/rod;
1.1%1=1%- %01= YR.
The value of bending rigidity of an average cotton or wool yam can be estimated as
B ~ 3.10-8 [N m2] and if the arc represents the upper part of the loop which lies
between the contact points (Figure 2.2) the central angle could be estimated as a:::t ~
and radius R:» 2.10-3 [m]. Substituting the above quantities into (0.3) potential energy
of straighten arc can be estimated as n:::t 4·10-6 [N m] .
We consider then an average sample of fabric knitted from yam with the specified
bending rigidity. Assume sample is formed by 20 courses (ne = 20 ) and is subjected to
external load Fext = 2 [N] in course direction. This force is normally enough to exert
relative deformation of sample up to E = 0.15. To strengthen the arguments we assume
that E = 0.1. The work done by the external force related to one loop could be written
as:
W:::t Fat EBkn
ne
where B/or is the fabric dimension in the course direction (Figure 2.1).
(0.4)
Assuming B/or = 3.10-3 [m] and substituting respective quantities into (0.4) gives
approximation of the work done by external force as W :::t3·1O-~[N m] .
Comparison of magnitude of potential energy due to internal couples with that of work
of external load (%~8) leads to conclusion that internal couples do not contnbute
significantly into fabric behaviour. The internal couples affect the behaviour of fubric
only at low stresses when the yarns straighten. When fabric withstands higher stresses
18
the value of W in (0.4) can be hundred times more. The value of Il in (0.3) represent
the maximum energy involved in yarn bending so that ratio % can be up to
thousand at higher stresses.
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Appendix C. Experimental and Theoretical curves for
fabric samples, Shapes of Tensed Samples
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Figure A. l(a, b, c). Sample number 1 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Sample N 2 (Ioad~xlension curves)
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Figure A. 2(a, b, c). Sample number 2 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -Toad extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 3(a, b, c). Sample number 3 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 4(a, b, c). Sample number 4 (see Table 4.3).
(a) =load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 5(a, b, c). Sample number 5 (see Table 4.3).
(a) =load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 6(a, b, c). Sample number 6 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 7(a, b, c). Sample number 7 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 8(a, b, c). Sample number 8 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 9(a, b, c). Sample number 9 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. lO(a, b, c). Sample number 13 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. l1(a, b, c). Sample number 14 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 12(a, b, c). Sample number 14 a (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 13(a, b, c). Sample number 15 (see Table 4.3).
(a) =load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 14(a, b, c). Sample number 16 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 15(a, b, c). Sample number 17 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(e) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 16(a, b, c). Sample number 18 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 17(a, b, c). Sample number 19 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 18(a, b, c). Sample number 20 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 19(a, b, c). Sample number 21 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 20(a, b, c). Sample number 22 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 21(a, b, c). Sample number 23 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 22(a, b, c). Sample number 24 (see Table 4.3).
(a) =load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(e) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Sample N 25 (Load~xtension ClIVeS)
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Figure A. 23(a, b, c). Sample number 25 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 24(a, b, c). Sample number 28 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 25(a, b, c). Sample number 29 (see Table 4.3).
(a) =load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 26(a, b, c). Sample number 30 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 27(a, b, c). Sample number 31 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 28(a, b, c). Sample number 32 (see Table 4.3).
(a) - load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 29(a, b, c). Sample number 33 (see Table 4.3).
(a) =load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 30(a, b, c). Sample number 34 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 31(a, b, c). Sample number 35 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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Figure A. 32(a, b, c). Sample number 36 (see Table 4.3).
(a) -load extension curves; numerical model- green, experiment - blue;
(b) - relative lateral contraction; numerical model - green, experiment - blue;
(c) - Numerically simulated shape; initial state - black
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